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Festival Program In Peril
If Local Financing Fails
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The significant program planned for this year's Banana Festival is in grave danger of being curtailed un- Volume Thirtyfour
less local people get behind the effort, a high Festival
official said today.
"With the Banana Festival scarcely three weeks
away, the sale of patron's subscriptions is far from the
goal needed to finance the administration and promotional activities of the program," Dr. Shelton Owens,
treasurer of the organization, said. "Unless 400 more
patron's subscriptions are sold by next week, much of
the program will have to be curtailed," Dr. Owens said.
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Senator And Mrs. Cooper
To Attend Banana Festival
Senator and Mrs. John Sherman Cooper have notified Banana Festival officials that they will attend the
third international event this year. In a letter to the
president of the Festival Mrs. Cooper said:

In reviewing the financial states
of the Festival, amither FeIdeal
official said, "It's lot solgrd.
heartening, but embarreaftg to
report that outside interests have
made voluntary contribetions to
support the Festival and yet beat
people are moving slot* to assist the project that has been acclaimed as one of the most outstanding community promotions in
America.

be rescinded, it Is ot just the
Festival board of directors who will
be embarrassed, but the entire
"John and I are planning to arcommunity. This is not the personrive in Fulton Friday evening and touch with
al project of a few peogilit
you for whatever assistiblit en
remain with you until Saturday af- ance
all-community effort and should
he can render in the successternoon.
be financed at least with local peoful effort of your Banana Festi"Both of us are looking forward val." Mr. Brachman advised that
ple matching the financial support
with great enthusiasm to being Senator Cooper has talked often
of the outside interests."
with all of you at the now famous with former Undersecretary of
The financial situation facing the
Banana Festival."
State for Latin-American Affairs
"We cannot, and do not intend to Banana Festival was presented to
Mrs. Cooper speaks Spanish flu- Thomas Mann concerning the sigthe
representa
tives
of all the orput on a giant Festival and finance
ently. She has offered any assist- nificant Festival program.
It with anticipated gate receipts. ganisations comprising the Festiance
with our visitors from the
An invitation is being extended
We are not asking for donations . . val board at a recent meeting. Each
Latin-American diplomatic corps. to Mr. Mann to attend the festival
club
was
asked
to
be responsible
we are asking local people to buy
Both of the distinguished Ken- for a major address.
selling at least 50 patron's tickGOASANTEED RESERV'ED SEAT for
tuckians, prominent in world diploets.
The
goal
is
far
from
reached.
TICKS'S, IN ADVANCE, as a
Plans for the major international
tnatic circles, have been working
means to let us know if we can
"If just the members of these
untiringly with Festival officials relations program, to be participatpay for the talent we have invited twelve local clubs would buy one
to expand the international rela- ed in by high governmental and
to the Festival and to entertain the ticket our financial problems will
tions phase of this year's event. diplomatic dignitaries, will be
industrtialists and diplomats we be over," Dr. Owens said.
Mr. Cooper is a former ambassador staged on Friday, October first,
have invited to the Festival.
to India. Mrs. Cooper has travelled when the top officials of industry
Persons taking advantage of the BUSY GAL—Marilyn Nerdy of Smith NOK0111 Seek Witt
to
almost every part of the world and finance will attend Industrial
"If some of the invitations must patron's subscription offer, whose
on
diplomatic missions with her Appreciation Day.
both
the
Guernsey
span
and
lunier
dairy skews. 14ers
Inipport has not been previously
husband.
Firm plans for the program canribbons.
acknowledged, are as follows:
(Photo by Moll* Services)
In a call received from Senator not be announced until word is reCooper's office Tuesday, M. A. ceived from President Lyndon B.
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MEW !PORTS EDITOR
Fulton's Pat Kenney won the
s
with a dire shortage of
First grade, Mrs. Nathan Wade of the South Fulton Booster Club, lessen the traffic hazards
and on the second nine, the other
Lake
on
play-off Sunday at the local dub
Wendell Gfrens lies been named three will play.
hRe at the same time and Mrs. Meth Rest; second which spearheaded a drive for Street
and the railroad crossing, to succeed Jack Anderson as sports
to win the honor of,playing with
a few people wbo are grade; Mrs. Frank Welch and Mrs. funds for the project.
one
member
said, "It is just like editor of
Max McDade, Fulton Country Nichols. Name', whose steed,
every waking moment Clyde Williams, Jr.; third grade.
wrhe reopens to oar solicitation everything else, we will close the A native the Maynedd Messenger. Club president and chairman of the game,
of Mayfield, Givens athas won him many solese
trying to bonie-neck and destroy Mrs. Pete Byars and Mrs. B. H. has been kw and beyond ear meet
some at the programs. Take it Giles; fourth grade, Mrs. Virgil enthuskiedir hopes. With just a fear barn door after thr hers* is gone. tended the journalism school of the "Banana Match" today announced honors, is the only Fulton golfer to
capture the Ken-Tenn tournament
from the greatest living authority Barter and Mrs. Charles Browder. more doeetbmir to come we will Seise day there is going 'to be a University of Missouri as a blinds- the partners for Bobby Nichols.
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strong-back, a weak" mind, and a
James (Cueball)Pryor of Mayfield, He was the NU Wiener. He won
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Inifflity sweet temper to survive.
Fred Lancaster of Mayfield, Pat the Vernon Veridne Niernament at
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Lowry told the News today.
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25 OD review the bond issue proposal. room at Fulton Hospital.
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15.00 The local editor said, "It's a simple
tational: this year. He was -runner- standing golfers, will be invited to
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Company ...... 25.00 business proposition. Kentucky
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Jim 1111/07141, a leading Paducah
10.00 to have Kentucky meet the vastly afternoon as this issue went to Murray State College golf team
Every member of the board is di- meeting will be held today, Thurs- Fulton Wholesale florists
and last year's winner of the Ra- golfer, and Xayo Mullen, pro at
10.00
competitive industrial market and press. She was brought to Fulton
rectly responsible for a particular day, in the home of Mrs. A. S. Dectinan's Service Station
10.00 it. must be prepared to meet the Hospital in a Hornbeak ambulanc ins Hills Invitational, was the first the Poplar Keedgers club at Union
program assigned to the clubs. This Johnston on Covington Avenue. Dr. H. W. Connaughton
e golfer to be invited to participate City are the ether two goWers in10.00 demands made for excellence in and is being attended by Dr. Glynn
was done to cut down the hundreds Visitors are invited to attend.
in the Banana Match. He received vited for the Banana Match.
(Oonlinee
d on Pere efOlw)
these fields."
Bushart.
of questions asked about policy,
his invitatiom when he won the Plans for the Banana Match
inmechanics and the operation of the
clude nine holes of golf with a 30headquarters "staff" . . . Connie
minute clinic of golf techniques
Pawlukiewicz and up until this
conducted by the famed Louisville
week, Lincht Warren, who is going
golfer before the final nine.
away to school soon. People have
volunteered their services . . but
Are the young people of Fulton weeks visit count for enjoyment Third Annual
Banana Festival.
a lot of them don't come around eager to make friends with their and enlighten
ment of American
The Operation Amigo program,
much. Please do! Within a few neighbors to the south of the twin living while
they are here. Everydays we will publish the names of cities?
thing from a hot dog supper to a which brings Latin-American students to the United States for a
those persons responsible for the
The answer came in tumultous session at Circuit Court is on the two weeks stay,
has chosen the ocparticular programs. Keep it for answers of "Yes," at special
as- schedule of events.
Patricia Holaday was elected
casion of the Banana Festival to
future reference.
semblies called in both the Fulton
Following a four-hour long meet- observe democratic processes at
president of the South Fulton freshand South Fulton High Schools on ing with Festival president
Man class last Thursday.
Mrs. work.
I KNOW YOU WANT THIS FES- Tuesday. High school
students lined Paul Westpheling, the trio said,
Other officers elected were:
addition
In
to
the
students
being
TIVAL TO SUCCEED. I KNOW up and waited their turn to make "Planning
Paula Long, vice president; Doug
MOST EVERYBODY IS PROUD applications for an Amigo to visit dents was the events for the stu- sent here under the sponsorship of
Taylor, Secretary; 'Dim Clark,
OF IT. Won't you please help your In local homes for the two weeks to the task a simple job compared Operation Amigo, other students
treasurer;
of
Edwin Higgins, reporthaving
to
come
will
select
from
the
Cole&
American
o
board of directory', and help your of the Operation Amigo program, homes where
er.
the students will stay. de Quito, Quito, Ecuador; The
president make it the kind of Fes- to be held in connection with the All of
Four room representatives electthem are wonderful and en- American School, Guatemala City,
tival you want it to be. You can do Third International Banana Festi- thusiastic
ed
to the Student Council were:
about
the
Guatemal
a;
program,
Colegio
but
Bolivar,
Cali,
(his by understanding our problems val.
we
Patricia Holladay and Marilyn
. . . by helping where you can... Approximately 38 students will put must do everything we can to Colombia; Kscuela Internacional
Moss,from Clifford Wright's room;
and by supporting it financially and arrive in Fulton on Sunday, Sep- locala Latin-American student In a Sampedrana, San Pedro Sula, HonPeggy
Connell from Mrs. Mules
home
where
the
duras;
Sociedad
personalit
ies,
Escuela
Jorge
it spirit.
tember 19, but the three hard- ages and school classes are
Cannon's room; Susan Tegethoff
Washington, Cartagena, Colombia,
nearly'
walking ladies coordinating the the same."
from Wyatt Cunningham's mom.
and Escuela Americana, San SalAs far as my personal associa- Operation Amigo program have
The twin cities were honored vador, El Salvador.
tion with the Festival is concerned approximately 80 applications from
Monday and Tuesday of this week
In addition, Ecuador's 1988 ofI can only say that in the pursuit students wanting a Latin-American with
SORORITY PLEDGED
the
visit
of
ficial
H.
reigning beauty queen, Miss
Stuart
Morrison
of the goal to make it a tremendous blouse guest.
BY PAM HOSARA
of Miami, Florida, director of Patricia Rallesteros, will accomsuccess, I do not hope to win any
Mrs. Sue Hurt, Mrs. Charles Operations Amigo, Inc.
Miss
Pam
Howe, daughter of
pany
students
the
Mr. Morriand be a guest
/*ocean; perhaps the overall job Browder and Mrs. Virgil Barker son's visit
Kr. and Mrs. Fred Homra, has
was to complete plans participant in the annual beauty
iniglittieMasaal your respect for are burning the midalifid oil to for the students
pledged Deka Zeta at the Univerpageant to be held in connection
from Latin
the dint
make every minute of the two- ica Who will participate -Amersity
of Itestuelty. She is a junior
in the
Wonthsissd on ma mom
transfer from Stephens College.

Business Women Endorse Bond
Issue; To Seek Traffic Stafety
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Mrs.jun Noses
Torn Ikea Milkers

Obion County Fair
Chalks Attendance
Record Of 57,927

Nichols To Have Tough
Partners In Match Here

Southruliga

Drive For PA
System Ending
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Fulton Students Accept Operation Amigo With Tumultuous Cheers

South Felten Fresh
Name Pal Holladay
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Senior Citizens Asked To Beware Of Rackets
Dealing With Social Security's Medicare Plan
Just about the meanest racket we
have encountered in some time is a
brand new one perpetrated against
oldsters who don't understand the recently passed Medicare program.
According to a United Press International story the racket works
like this: "The crook shows up at the
home of an elderly person and introduces himself as a Social Security
field agent. He says he is there to explain the Medicare program.
"After giving the intended victim
a certain amount of authentic information about the new law, and perhaps showing him an official brochure
(readily available at any Social Security office), the visitor says he will be
glad to take care of the enrollment
paperwork.
"He baits the hook by saying that
persons over 65 can obtain a special
discount on medicare insurance premiums by signing up early and paying in advance. He is ready to collect
the premiums then and there." The
phony field agent disappears with the
premiums and is never heard from
again.
This confidence game is among
the most shameful we have encountered. A far cry from the adventuresome rogues whose television antics
are laughed at by many, this criminal

picks as his target the confused and
helpless people that Medicare was designed to protect. His whole appeal is
such that the money he receives
comes from people who can afford to
part with it the least.
Aside from the obvious effect of
fraudulently taking money from people who can ill afford it, the Medicare
confidence man deludes elderly persons into believing that they have met
the requirements necessary to make
them eligible for Medicare. Should
one of this racket's victims become
hospitalized and claim his coverage,
he will find that he is not properly
registered with the Social Security
Administiation and is ineligible for
benefits.
Registration for Medicare cost no
money and no "field agents" will call.
Those who are presently receiving social security benefits will get an enrollment card in the mail before next
July 1. Others should enroll in person
at their nearest Social Security offce.
While the Medicare fraud has
thus far been reported in New York
and Texas it is possible that Kentuckians may soon fall prey. The best
defense against the confidence man is
an understanding of how Medicare
enrollment actually works.
—Kentucky Labor News

A Bright Horizon - Educational Television
"The future belongs almost entirely to the educated, the trained,
the skilled," Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz once said.
Educational Television, a partial
answer to what the future may hold,
lies on the horizon for our state.
The remotest rural school in the
Commonwealth could, through educational TV, have Dr. Werluier Von
Braun deliver a science lecture or see
first-hand the workings of an oil refinery. Geography pupils in downtown Louisville could see the Alps
and Hong Kong and Antartica. English students in Eastern Kentucky
could see Sir Laurence Olivier depicting Hamlet.
ETV could provide specialized
.remedial services for slow-to-learn
children and high school completion
courses for drop-outs. For gifted
pupils, special studies could be made
available.
Those already beyond school age
would benefit from educational telecasts also. Laborers unemployed because of industrial relocation or automation could be retrained in other
skills. Farmers and housewives could
learn new procedures. Illiteracy could
be combatted with reading courses.
Both management and labor could
supplement their training by in-service TV classes.

Television could parade before
Kentuckians, young and old, the
greatest minds and personalities of
our times, the greatest music and art,
and a continuing review of history in
the making.
These are but a few of the reasons why over 20 Kentucky business,
civic, and educational groups have
called for a state-wide educational
television network.
Recognizing the need to prepare
the youth of the Commonwealth for
tomorrow's requirements, the 1962
General Assembly approved such a
network. The system would have 11
stations and six production centers
throughout Kentucky—its programs
available to every school, home, and
factory in the state.
The organizations endorsing the
plan are unwilling to allow more
valuable time elapse before Kentucky
is served by educational television.
Such groups as the Kentucky Education Association,the state Congress of
Parents and Teachers, the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, and others
are urging that funds be set aside by
the 1966 legislature to enable the
network to get underway.
Here is a grand chance for Kentucky to move ahead by developing
our greatest resource—our children—
for the future.

REA Express Hits Comeback Trail With Vigor
REA Express—which is the descendent of a lengthy line of express
companies going back to the fabled
Pony Express and beyond—provides
an outstanding example of how an
aggressive, won't-say-die private enterprise can come back from the brink
of extinction.
A few years ago, the company
was in dire straits. Many thought it
could not survive. Its owners and
managers thought otherwise. A top
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to bottom overhaul took place. New
and advanced techniques for handling
shipments were adopted. Vast new
quantities of equipment were bought.
Highly efficient key-point terminals,
capable of serving wide areas with
maximum speed and convenience,
were established. Everything possible
was done to make both its national
and international services more attractive to the shipper.
REA Express is now on a sound
footing and is an integral part of the
vast transportation complex that serves this nation. That happy state of
affairs has been thoroughly and solidly earned.
But still barriers prevent the
company from making the most of its
facilities and service standards. In the
small shipment field, the motor
trucks have a virtual monopoly of the
business. They are fighting every
REA effort to inject more competition
into this field. But REA has been
making headway—simply because it
is able and willing to offer a more
efficient and economical service.
That, certainly, is in the direct interest of the public, which ultimately
pays the transportation bills like all
others.

STRICTLY BUSINESS by Mchatiers
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for production:"
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'Araing Back The Clock-September 7, INS

home near Dukedom.

In recent weeks Fulton has been
infested with an epidemic of "Peeping Toms" and a group of citizens
has become aroused over the condition. As a result, these citizens
have formed a pool, raising money
as a reward to anyone submitting
evidence that will lead to the arrest
and prosecution of these disturbers.

From Crutchfield: Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Nichols are enlarging their
home, building the kitchen larger
and adding a bathroom.
From Fulton Route 3: Pfc. 0. 1).
Neel was a guest of honor at a dinner Sunday, given by his sister,
Mrs. Coy Matheny, in Fulton.

Frklay, August 34, N. R. Elliott,
professor of landscape architecture,
spent the day in Fulton County
landscaping lawns. The following
lawns were landscaped: Mrs. E.
C. Defireese, Mrs. Bertha Nugent
and Mrs. Robert Thompson, Palestine community; Mrs. Guy Johnson, Mrs. Jim Ammons and Mrs.
A. G. Campbell, Cayce Club; Mrs.
J. H. Miller, Hickman, and Mrs.
P. H. Weeks, Fulton.

From Beelerton: Rev. and Mrs.
E. C. Nall and Mrs. Luther Moore
entertained with a weiner roast
September 30, honoring Billie
Wright, who is leaving soon for induction in the armed forces.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Henderson
have purchased a home in Mayfield and moved into it.
Mr.--and Mrs. Charles Byrd entertained with a dinner September
2nd, in honor of F. A. Byrd's birthday.

Rev. Paul E. Cates of Fulton has
accepted the principalship of the
Cunningham High School, and took
over his new dutimallepteseber S.

From Austin Springs: Mr. and
Mrs. Heron Copeland returned from
Akron, Ohio, the past week. They
have been employed in defense the
past few months and are now home
to stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Weas Jones
will leave our midi* this
fall, locating near Fulton, for
the ensuing year. We regret to lose Mr. and Mrs. Jones
and commend them to the locality
where they are going.

From Wing°. Schools opened
Monday. We have a large attendance, with a lot of new students.
From Pilot Oak: Mr. and Mrs.
Voris Coletharp and children, of
Detroit, arrived here September 1.
They will reside in the McNeely

In the article immediately before
this one I told how I accidentally
invented the name Fidelity for the
small village near which I spent the
first eighteen years of my life and
even mapped out a route or two by
which it can be reached, provided
anybody would like to see the
place. Today I want to tell the
readers, the gentle readers, as
quaint old-time writers called them
about the two Fidelities. The one
listed on the map is quite tangible,
though it has never been a large
place. It came into existance immediately after the Jackson rurchase was opened for settlement in
1619; far more than a century ago
it had about a hundred inhabitants;
You see, life in the period from
there are just about that many early pioneer times until
the first
there now, unless you take in the
decade of the twentieth century
"suburbs," for Fidelity, like your
town or city and mine, feathers went along in a fairly ordinary
out in several directions. Ages ago channel, so much so that it would
the village ceased to be incorporat- have been possible to transfer, by
ed or let the incorporation status some sort of magic, a whole neighlapse, I do not know which. Conse- borhood into other sections of the
quently, there is no actual way of state and sister states without doknowing where the village begins ing violence to language and cusor ends. Since Kentucky Lake came toms and even names. Farming
to be, a little more than twenty was pretty much as it started out
years ago, houses have sprung up to be when the first settlers enterat rather frequent times along the ed the land. Newgrounds,
road from the village to the lake tugs, house-raisings, wheat-areaItself; in fact, where my own house Inge, quilting, protracted meetings,
used to be could now be called a dinner on the ground, and on and
part of Fidelity, though a good hall On I could go, for there was a famimile, sir line, used to separate us ly resemblance among neighborfrom the village. With the appeal hoods, even some of them far apart
of fishing and camping and boating geographically. Why, we children
and just driving around, the village at Fidelity, back in the late 1300's
Is probably better off financially and early 1900's, played the same
now than it ever was in Its nearly traditional games, with the same
a century and a half of life; tour- terms for them, as the yeuagoters
ists and fishermen just have to eat around Mammoth Cave, ISO nines
and to sleep. And there is the east and settled long before FideliFidelity that its on the map, now ty was ever heard of. We even used
on a good state highwaY, lls00211 the same rhymes in counting gut
formerly regarded as being away when we played Hide and Go Salk
ire had Town Ball, and Mamba*.
off the other aide of nowhere.
peg, and Stink Base.
Without marking down the physi- merit claimed for this The only
cal village in any way, I must say that it early recogeise column I.
d this great
that this Fidelity is hardly as real similarity between
paw Pikes and
to me, and to people like me, as mine. There was gglifig
unusual
the other village, a sort of Dream about Fidelity, this
Mak; it was
Fidelity, an epitome of a whole era a sort of standardized
swan Tillage
In our American history following and its hinterland
, }eat gi• Jour
pioneer days. The greatest compli- own Rabbit Ridge
or Twin allmieb
ments that have come to me from or the
Crossroads. .•

I

. DUCK'S 24 HOUR

Wrecker Service
— Radio Dispatched —
106 W.State Line

Dial 471-1821
Nights, Dial 472.1976

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER

The impression made now on
these men and women of the nation's leading professional, travelwriting society can be of great
benefit not only in sustaining but
in giving impetus to Kentucky's
booming travel and vacation industry.
Some 200 writers, editors and
travel promoters assembled in
Louisville September 7. Many of
them will remain in our state
through September 15. Part of their
visit will be given over to business
meetings at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park, and part to a tour of
other outstanding travel attractions
in other areas of Kentucky.
It was Mrs. Breathitt's and my
pleasure to invite the visitors to
luncheon in the executive mansion
at Frankfort. Their stay Is also including an overnight, Ohio River
cruise from Louisville to Owensboro
aboard the Delta Queen before going to Kentucky Dam Village via
Pennyrile Forest State Part.
The Society members will also
see Keniake State Park and a portion of the Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area.
Then they will visit Mammoth
Cave National Park, My Old Kentucky Home State Park at Bardstown, Lexington, the Bluegrass
Horse farms, Natural Bridge State
Park, Cumberland FaBs and Lake
Cumberland State Parks.
Some of the more recent SATW
conventions have been held in
Seattle, Bermuda, Germany and
Mexico City. Canada, Turkey and
other sites are competing for the

1966 convention. I consider Kentucky most fortunate in being chosen for 1965 in response to the invitation of the Kentucky Department of Public Information.
Every effort is being made, as
you may note, to convince the
travel writers there is no better
place to vacation in all America
than right here. Our state and its
travel attractions are within 500
miles of an estimated 70 million
Americans. This is one-third of the
nation's population.
There are many reasons for Kentucky's growing popularity as a vacation state, including miles of
magnificent highways and scores if
first-class tourist attractions. We
want to show our visitors as much
of this as we can.
Tourist travel is an increasingly
important industry for Kentucky.
Our 33 parks and shrines help attract tourists who spend money in
every city and town of the state.
This industry last year accounted
for a $346-million business, of which
$238 million was spent by 22 million travelers from other states.
As our tourist industry grows,
however, our parks are also becoming more and more crowded. In
1964, nearly all the parks lodges
were operated at 100 per cent capacity during the peak summer
months. More of the same is in&
coted for this year.
To continue the growth of tourists
spending throughout the state, Kentucky must keep abreast of the demand on its park facilities.
To increase these, $4.5 million for
parks is included in the proposed
$176 million bond issue to be voted
on November 2. Federal matching
funds of $4.5 million will make $9
million available to provide better
vacations for Kentuckians and draw
more travelers from other states to
spend their holidays in Kentucky.

S. P. MORE & CO.
sr: oesaansmaa
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J. B. MANES & SONS
Greenfield. Tess.

Get the highest rate en your savbms at
Security Federal Savings and Loan Ass...elation at 124 East Center Street In Sikeston,
Missouri, Savings are Insured up to $19,001
by die Federal Savings A Lean Insurance
Corporation — an agency of the Federal
Government. Your savings immediately
available.

Greenfield
AD 11-Siell

Current Dividend
On
Insured Savings

SAVINGS added by tie 10th
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE lei
LET'S GET
ACQUAINTED
Write today for additional information
and financial statement, or you may
send your check or
money order to open
your account, and
this coupon.
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• Art -Arafat Wald Liaeleems.
—Vinyl end
,—Daerns Carpal
,
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Antique

Greenfield Monument Works

By GOV.Edward T.Breathitt
It is Kentucky's pleasure to be
host this year to the annual convention of the Society of American
Travel Writers, and it also is Kentucky's hope they will return to
their typewriters or offices singing
praises of the Bluegrass State.

readers ot this column have been
in the form of questions as to what
place in the writers' borne counties I am writing about. One of the
earliest questions came from an
elderly woman who had left a
western Kentucky county not long
after the end of the Civil War but
still took her home-county paper.
She wanted to know whether I was
one of the Wilsons of Sassafras
Ridge. I immediately wrote her
and thanked her for identifying me
with her old county, for I somehow
felt that my kttle village and its
customs and people were strikingly
like those of her county and I hoped that the Wilsons of Sassafras
Ridge would not be ashamed to own
me as "some of them."

Mr. James hi, Ibiaird, Manager
Security Federal Savings A Loan Assn.
124 Nast Center St. Sikeston, Mo. Send
your annual report and information I.
Nam*
Address
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State
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Paducah First Applicant
For Mental Health Loan

1
State Parks Not Just For Summer Fun...Fall Events Exciting
The 'Kentucky Department of
Parts announced today that it will
offer a special series of package
programs again this fall.

thor of the book, "The Techniques
of Small Boat Racing," will lecture
for the symposium. Discussions on
sailing will be conducted by other
well-known authorities.

State Parks Commissioner RobSaturday and Sunday will provide
ert D. Bell said the department's
opportunities to sail on Kentucky
festival of special vacation and
recreation events will include some- Lake.
thing of interest for almost every- • Kenlake State Park will also
one.
be the site of a Halloween weekThe series is two-fold in purpose, end celebratie•
Acting Mental Health CommisBell said. 'The special programs
Programs, described as being
aioner Daniel S. Tuttle reports that ducah to support the $176 million will stimulate attendance after the "full of black cats,
pumpkins and
plans for the center were discussed State bond issue to be voted cm in normally-heavy tourist season that witches' brooms to get
you in the
November.
proposal,
This
he
said,
at a recent mental health seminar
ends with the Labor Day weekend spirit" will be held on Friday and
includes $2.5 million in State funds and the people who were unable
at Paducah Junior College.
to Saturday.
The meeting was sponsored by for mental health and mental re- obtain reservations during the sumtardation
construction
proand
the Paducah-McCracken County
There will be a costume dance
mer season can do so now.
Mattel Hea/th Association and the grams.
party on Saturday night with prizes
Kentucky's plan for using an estiReservations and information awarded for the best costumes.
city-county Mental Health Center
mated $8 million in Federal match- about the events can be obtained The Halloween weekend is October
Board.
Tuttle said the Federal legislation ing funds is being readied by the by contacting the various parks dialso provides a basis for coopera- Kentucky Heakh Facilities Con- rect, Bell added, or through the
tion between states and that the struction Council and the Kentucky Central Reservation Office in • Sbutterbihill will get their
chance at the photo-foliage festival
Paducah center as now envisioned Mental Health Planning Commis- Frankfort.
would serve a portion of Southern sion, the mental health chief said. The fall-festival events, nearly all October 2244 at Pine Mountain
Twenty comprehensive mental
State Park, Pineville.
Minnia, plus the Kentucky counties
of which are scheduled on weekof McCracken, Ballard, Carlisle, health facilities are envisioned in ends, will open October 1-3, with
Billy Davis, director of
a
Hickman, Fukon, Graves, Can- the state, he said. To qualify for dude ranch vacation for campers graphy for the Louisville photoCourierFederal
matching
funds,
each
must
way, Marshall and Livingston.
offer five essential services and fit at Levi Jackson Wilderness Road Journal, and Bill Strode, award
Tuttle urged the conferees at Pe- into Kentucky's over-all plan
for State Park, London. It will close on winning photographer on the CourThanksgiving Day (November 25) ier-journal staff, will advise budmental health services.
The five necessary services, he with a Thanksgiving "feast" at six ding photographers on the best way
to catch the magnificent mountain
said, are in-patient care; out-pati- different parks.
scenery in the Pineville area on
ent care with treatment programs
" In all, the fall parks program
for adults, children, and families;
calls for In events at 20 locations.
partial hospitalization offering dayTen State Parks will participate in • A weekend for golfing couples
time care for those patients who
can return to their homes evenings the program with four events is planned for October 8-10 at Car
Walland on weekends; 24-hour emerg- scheduled for Kenlake State Park, ter Caves State Park, Olive HIM
Paper
ency service; and consultation and Hardin. Two events each are
The program includes special
scheduled for Pine Mountain, Pineeducation
services to community ville; General
entertainment
Friday evening, a
and
Butler,
Carrollton;
agencies and professional personmixed tournament Saturday, a
sm-v.1.••=0"
Cumberland
Heusepaint
Folic
Corbin:
Jenny
nel.
buffet Saturday evening and free
The mental health department's Wiley, Preetonsbung; Lake Cum- golfing on Sunday.
3IMONS PAINT STORE
berland,
Jamestown,
and Ken197 IL State Line Phone 479-7724 division of community services now tucky Dam Village, Gilbertsville.
Other events in the Parks Desupports some 30 mental health
partment's fall program include:
clinics around Kentucky which ofSome of the highlights of the
fer consultative and out-patient
program include:
• The dude ranch weekend for
'Complete line of Hall- services only, Tuttle said. Most,
like the present Paducah facility, • The annual fall fishing festival campers on October 1-9 at Levi
mark cards, tallies and have full-time social workers and to be held on the weekend of No- Jackson Wilderness Road State
playing cards
part-time phychologists and psy- vember 12-14 at Reigate, Kentucky Park, combining the interests of
campers and horseback riders.
Dam Village and Lake Cumber'Gifts in colored glass- chiatrists.
Forty-four per cent of the pati- land State parts. The fishing week- • A fall foliage preview October
ware, brass, Goldtone ents being served at the Paducah end was expanded to three dif20-31 at Pine Mountain State Park,
and milkglass
clinic are from counties outside ferent parks this year because of Including guided tours through the
'Pepperite printed sta- McCracken, Tuttle noted. He added numerous requests to the parks de- fail mountain scenery.
plans for the proposed new partment.
tionery, calling cards that
• A duplicate bridge weekend
center must include provision for
and notes
The fishing vacation includes October 211-31 at General Butler
support by all participating counlodging for two nights, six meals State Park. The tournament is
ties.
'Picture frames
from Friday evening through Sun- sanctioned by the American ConAnother
Federal
measure
signed
'Permanent flower ar- in early August byPresident John- day noon, and planned activities tract Bridge League and will award
rangements
points.
eon will provide Federal matching held in the evenings.
'Fresh-cut flower ar- fields to sloe tho ROW eomprebee- The activities will include dem- • A
Saturday night square dance
-sive canton. the commissioner
rangements
onstration, films, displays and October 30 at Roust River State
aid. The legialadoe authorizesu
a 2 special programs. Fishing experts
sebOsages and pillow
Park, Falls of Roue*.
propriatioas over the next
will be on hand to give pointers.
corsages
years of WM million for staffing
• A square dance vacation Octob'Wedding flowers a spec- the facilities and another 036 mil- The Governor's Cup will pe pre- er 30-November 5 at Cumberland
lion to train teachers for mentally sented to the angler who brings in Falls State Park, Corbin.
!any
retarded and other handicapped the biggest bass at each park and
'Artistic funeral ar.
youngsters.
prizes will be awarded for the larg- • A square dance weekend November 5-7 at Cumberland Falls
ets catch at each park.
rangements
State Park.
ALL 111LI PLANS
• Sailing enthusiasts can have
Tennessee is one of four states in their day at a mailing symposium • An art seminar November 12-14
the Southern and border regions on the weekend of November 5-7 at Jenny Wiley State Park. Artists
in which desegregation plans or as- at Kenlake State Park.
Ray Harm, naturalist; George
Carr at Commercial
surances of compliance have been
Joseph, of the Louisville CourierPhone 472-1577
filed by all local public school sysDr. Stuart Walker, Baltimore, Journal, and Sam Sarkisian of the
noted authority on sailing and au- American Greeting Card CorporaWes.
tion will present exhibits, give lectures, and advise individuals with
an interest in art.
A comprehensive mental health center proposed in
Paducah may be one of Kentucky's first applicants for
Federal matching funds under the Mental Retardation
Facilities and Community Mental Centers Construction
Act of 1963.

NEW DUPONT
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STARTING AT THE BEGINNING, 150 Eastern Kentucky inmates at Kentucky
State Reformatory, LaGrange, are learning the basics of reading and writing
under a one-year program financed by the tJ. S. Office of Economic Opportunity.
Staff members of the Literacy Center at Western Kentucky State College, Bowling Green, which received the anti-poverty grant, have trained 50 literate inmates who now give the instruction on a one-to-one basis through such methods
as tracing the form of letters, as shown here. The next step for the newlyliterate inmates will be to undertake vocational training under another program

financed by Federal anti-poverty funds.

Sermon On The Lake Something
New For Vacationing Tourists
This is the day of the- sit-in, the
stand-in and the drive in. So it's to
be expected that an enterprising
minister should offer a sail-in Sunday service. Reverend Delmar
Rogers, pastor of the First Christian Church in Monticello, Ky., has
been providing a brie/ service for
boaters on lovely Lake Cumberland for three summers.
The young preacher and his
group open the Vespers on the Lake
service at 5 p. m. at the appropriately named Christian Point, two
miles from Costley Bottom Dock.
They and their public address system are on dry land. Boats gather
from miles around and anchor or
sit quietly hove-to. Some people
drive up and attend the service in
their parked cars. A girls chorus
of 20 voices starts things off.
Mr. Rogers doesn't sail into his

by automobile. It's just West of
Mill Springs in Wayne County, Ky.
The biggest water wheel in the
world still turns at Mill Springs
and you can buy water-ground
cornmeal there, four pounds for a
floating congregation (usually a dollar.
hundred or more) on a gale of hellfire and damnation. He speaks
gently and briefly. His words are
inspirational. Usually they have
to do with the lovely surroundings,
the wonders of nature or the beauty
Miss Sudy Stinnett, daughter of
of water. In closing he reminds
people" . . . Be very sure your Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Stinnett of
anchor holds," from "In Times South Fulton, has accepted a poidLike These," one of the songs that bon in the Alexander Hamilton
echo out across the water from the Elementary School in East Gary,
Ind.
chorus.
Judy is a graduate of South FulThe entire service lasts only half ton High School and received her
an hour. Lake Cumberland is tre- degree from MEM at Martin.
mendously popular with people on
vaaction and water sportiaten ban
all over America. Thousands of CITY MANAGER FOR HICIUAAN?
boaters of all denominations, there-Voters in the city of Hickman
fore, - have enjoyed this unique
will decide November 2 whether
form of worship.
or not to change over to the City
Christian Point can be reached Manager form of government.

Judy Stinnett Now
Teaching In Gary

Scott's Floral !lamps
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LET'S GO
to the

• Thanksgiving Day "feasts",
featuring traditional Kentucky
dishes, will be baId at Kenlake,
Kentucky Dana Village, Cumberland Falls, General Butler, Jenny
Wiley, and Lake Cumberland State
Parks,

STATE
• FAIR!

Bonanza's Little Joe -Rabe
September 10, 11,12

State Park
Now Open On
Barren River
The first State Parka facility at
Barren River Reservoir near Glasgow, was opened to the public this
summer, State Parks Commissioner Robert D. Bell has announced.

Horse Show with the Mounties
September 13-18

Homer & Jethro Spectacular
September 18th

VISIT YOUR LOCAL FAIR TICKET OFFICE
You can pick up tickets and information for these exciting State Fair events
at your local State Fair Ticket Office. And by buying your tickets in advance,
you'll save time, money and avoid long lines. Look for the address below of
the State Fair Ticket Office nearest you. The State Fair Ticket Office is also
your information center to help you plan your trip to the Fair. It's a great
Fair. Be there. Get your tickets now at your local State Fair Ticket Office.
While you're there pick up one of the New Fair Kits with all the schedules,
maps and events for your great 1965 Kentucky State Fair.

MITRE!STATE 11111
LOUISVILLE • SIIPTSINSEN 10-10
State Fair Ticket Office Location.
PARIS
LEXINGTON
DANVILLE, KY.
CAVENSIIORO
Lerman Oros
°Westboro Sportscentat
Kathryn Shop
Groves - Cox
701 Main St.
Wyndall's
Supermarkets
126 W. Main St
SOMERSET
Somerset-Pulaski
WINCHESTER
RENFRO
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VALLEY
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Robert's Jewelers
%Alp.Wind
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Ky. MMus. Wind
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at Wind
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bowling Green Chantalr
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SM.
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wife

The facility is a small floating
boat-dock that will serve the public's needs temporarily, until a
more permanent dock can be built.
It will offer limited boat rental and
will be located one and a half miles
west of U. S. 31-E, just off Ky. 87.
"We are moving right along on
schedule," Bell said, "and will go
full speed ahead on the park with
passage of the State's 1986 bond
issue, to be voted on this fall. It
allots $1,750,000 for the reservoir
park, and future development will,
of course, depend on the voters decision."
The $24.5 million dam and reservoir, located in south-central Kentucky, was completed late last year
by the U. S. Army Corps of Engieners and dedicated by Governor
Edward T. Breathitt,
PARKWAY RENAMED
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt has decided that Kentucky's newest toll
road will be called the "Blue Grass
Parkway" instead of the Central
Kentucky Parkway. The 72-mile
superhighway is to be completed
early this winter.
Support The Ronan* Festival

Enjoy a carefree vacation!
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LOUISVILLE INN

the newest, most exciting place in Louisville
WEEKEND SPECIAL!
Friday A.M. thru Sunday P.M.
Spacious room FOR TWO PERSONS .. . 3 days and 2 nights
PLUS $24 in delicious meals for
only $39 per couple, including
tax. Children under 12 FREE in
parents' room. Come as you are
. • . you're always welcome at
Stouffer's!

Z.

•

COLORFUL, UNIQUE DINING
THE FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS
Enjoy famous Stouffer food and
300 handsomely appointed
cocktails served in an old New
rooms and suites feature every
Orleans atmosphere in three
luxurious convenience including
beautiful street level dining
bedside TV controls! Free parkrooms . . . or try the inviting
ing, swimming pool, underwater
"CUP AND STIRRUP," our roofmusic and free Sauna Baths,
top restaurant and cocktail
Massage parlor.., barber shop
lounge featuring late dining and
... Grand ballroom, • . meeting
a dramatic view of the city for
rooms . .. complete hospitality
miles around! Uve music nightly.
to make your visit memorable.
Completely air-conditioned
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW: 582-2241

STOUFFER'S LOUISVILLE INN 120 West Broadway
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Little Change Noted In Hickman
County's '65 School Enrollment

No Magic Formula To
Come From Assembly

•

Enrollment totals for the beginning of the 1965-66 school year in
the six Hickman County public
schools were almost identical to
Whatever action is taken by the special session of
figures for the previous year. Edthe Legislature, convened on August 23, regarding
mund Clark, director of pupil personnel, reported present enrollproperty tax based on 100 per cent assessments will be
ment Is 1,339 while a tow of 1,333
subject to review and scrutiny by the regular session
students had enrolled during the
starting in January.
opening of school last year.
Schoqls opened in the county on
This fact was impressed on memAugust 23, a week earlier than
bers of the General Assembly by sound and workable solution reusual, and for the first time with
Governor Edward T. Breathitt gardless of all else, we shall simply
Integrated classes in the elemenwhen he told a news conference the dissolve into a confusion of tontary grades.
problem could not be solved by gues, a senseless furor of clamoring voices. .."
Facukles for the county schools
"one magic formula."
are
as for.uws:
Several other tax proposals have
Meanwhile, the House held a first
'Eckman
County High School:
introduce
been
in
d
the
House,
public hearing on the administraJames H. Phillips, principal; Voris
tion-sponsored bill aimed at rolling where money bills must originate,
W. Clark, assistant principal and
back tax rates to keep the average and in the Senate a resolution was
guidance
counselor; Mrs. Martha
offered
which
calls
for
expansio
n
person from suffering tax increases
Adams and Mrs. Mildred Roberts,
as a resuk of the Court of Appeals of the special session to consider an
borne economics; Earl Bolin and
100 per cent property tax assess- increase in the State sales tax
Wayne Hurd, vocational agriculfrom 3 to 4 per cent, with most of
ment ruling.
ture; Mrs. Maria Brinkley, English
the additional revenue allocated to
and Latin.
The bill also contains a provision public schools. Action on the reRichard Bruce, music; Mrs.
to let local school boards and fiscal solution was deferred.
ilrley Byassee and Louetta Wheelcourts increase local taxes, after
OUTSTA
NDING
FEMALES
—Loadin
g
the
field
Also introduced was a measure
hi the open Hereford beef show at the fair last week were er, science; Faurest Coogle,
public hearings, by not more than
physito ratify the proposed amendment Jackie Martin (left), showing the grand champion female of the bread for the
10 per cent a year.
Volunteer Hereford farm, cal education (basketball coach)
to the Constitution of the United while Carl Mikel had the reserve
and driver education; Mrs. Kathechampion.
(Photo by Adelle Services)
This provision was the target of States relating to presidential sucrine Graham and Mn. Agnes Walksome criticism by a few legislators cession and presidential disability.
er, English; Frances Magruder,
who said there was no limit to the This amendment has been passed
social science.
number of years this 10 per cent by both houses of Congress.
Mrs. Elizabeth Haynes, mathraise in local taxes might be imemetics;
Mrs. Maurine Mills, soAnother
resolution mder study in
posed.
cial science and English; Mrs.
At his news conference, Breath- the Senate is aimed at upsetting
Neva Poyner, librarian; Willena
itt indicated he would be willing the "one man, one vote" ruling of
Shaw,
commerce.
the
U. S. Supreme Court. It urges
to accept a two-year limitation on
James Walker, physical educathis feature of House Bill One, de- Congress to convene a constitutiontion and science; Ifni. Wilma
claring "it would meet my criteria al convention for consideration of
Walker, English; James Williams,
without hurting the schools."
an amendment to allow a twoindustrial arts and mathematics;
In his speech opening the special house legislatu
Mrs. Linda Clark, mathematics and
re to apportion one
session, Breathitt warned the legcommerce.
house
on
some
basis
other
than
islators that "without a surrender
Central School: Elbert Clark,
of self-interest, without willingness population. The high court ruling
Principal; W. G. Adams, Mrs. Dona
to listen to all points of view, with- requires both houses to be based'
Franklin, Mrs. Mae Hilliard, Orem
out a determiantion to reach a on population.
Hopkins, Mrs. Margaret Kerr, La
Verne /Ombra, Mai Magruder,
Mary Maynard, Mrs. Mary Sue McKendree, Leila Mosier, Robert
Petrie, Mrs. Gladys Scott, Cornelia
Shaw, aKty Belle Shaw, Mrs. Nanna Slayden and Mrs. Martha Woodrow.
Fulton County personnel have week, Miss Willis said. Hamm will
Beelerton School: Mrs. Zuaneta
been retaliedflil Mil the library be 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Monday,
Phelps,
principal; Blanche Baker,
WedDavid G. Brown and Mrs.
demonstration program there, Miss nesday, Thursday, and Friday;
Marand
garet White.
Margaret Willis, State Librarian from noon to 5 p. m. and
6 to 9
reported today.
Columbus School: Jimmy L.
p. m. on Tuesdays.
Henley, principal; Mrs. Lila
Mrs. John Daniels, librarian of
The two libraries and the new
Berrythe Fulton Woman's Club Library Bookmobile, provided by the Defor many years, will head the new partment of libraries, will
be
public library.
operated as one unit to give resiMrs. Moselle Johns will be librar- dents county-wide service,
ian at the Hickman library, assist- Willis said. New books and Miss
other
ed by Mrs. J. Y. Calvin, former materials have been ordered
by the
librarian of the Hickman Woman's Department of Libraries in FrankBIG MEN OF THE ANOUS BREED—The gip dimus bull of the open hoof show is ishOWTI here by
Club Library.
Ted Turnfort and,
ivfll begin arriving Kim.
The Fallon County Bookmobile
The Fulton County Bookmolige er (right) of the Ken-Tenn Angus farm. The reserve champion hull is shown by his brother, Lewis Turner,
librarian will be Mrs. J. A. Willing- will begin its rounds on Septembe of the Lattus Angus farm.
(Photo by Aden* Serwices)
r
ham. All appointments were effec- 15, Miss Willis added, and the Fultive September 1.
ton Library will be opened October
The Hickman Library is now 1, or as soon as remodeling
is
open and wiR operate 40 hours per completed.

State Librarian Announces
Fulton County Personnel

hill, Mrs. &Well* Bolin and Mrs.
Sue Wilson.
Fulgham School: Donald Butler,
principal; Mrs. Mabel Farmer,
Erlene Peery, Mrs, LaVerne Stewart and Mrs. Swanie Vaden.
Kane School in Clinton: Leslie
Cole, principal; Mrs. Ella T. Caldwell, Mrs. Susie Mae Carnes, Mrs.
Christine Cole, Mrs. Vivian Jones
and Mrs. Mathe Senter.
Lunchroom supervisor is Mrs.
Edna Lynn Bradford. Mrs. Nelle G.
Lowe of Fulton is general supervisor for Hickman County as well
as for Carlisle County.
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•Expertly Prepared •Washed
Clean • Laboratory Tested •
Free Burning • Easy to Fire
• Perfectly sized for &mace,
move,stoker.

City Coal Co.
—Phone 472-1150

Registration for the fall semester
at Mtirray State College will begin
TuesdnY, Sept. 14, et which time all
new freshmen students will be enrolled.
All new freshmen are also requeatod to be on campus Sunday
evening and all day Monday for
orientation. Upperclassmen and
second-semester freshmen will register Wednesday and Thursday.
Classes will begin Friday.
Registration for Saturday and
night classes during the fall semester will be Saturday, Sept. 11.

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Between Martin & Union City
Thursday Friday, Sept. 9-10
Double Feature
Starts at 7:45
The Dave Clark Five
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Special Announcement

Registration At
Murray Stale
Begins Sept. 14
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EDUCATIONAL LOANS Can now be made to
help a Boy or Girl get a College Education and
the
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student will have ample time to repay the loan
after Graduation.

Fulton County had three District
Champions in the senior 4-H club
achievement contest at Murray
College last Thursday night, September 2nd.
These champions were Pattie
Hixson in Dairy, Joyce Lee in a
special award and Shirley Bard in
the Garden project.
These three club members will
send their records on to the state
4-41 club office to be considered
for state champions.
Blue ribbon winners from Fulton
County were Fonda Adams and
Martha McKinney in clothing, Hattie Harris in Foods, Janis Yarbro
in Junior Leadership and Margaret
Maddox in Beef. Alice Adams won
a red ribbon in Food Preservation.

Any Farmer who is eligible for PCA Credit
may
sponsor any boy or girl interested in getting
a College Education.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE

Adult leaders from Fulton County were Mrs. Charles Adams, Mrs. TOP HEREFORDS — Johnny Martin
(left) of the Volunteer Hereford farm holds the Grand Champion bull
Percy Lee and Paulette Minley,
In the fair's open beef show while Carl Mikel had the reserve champ.
(Photo by Aden* Services)
Junior leader.

JOHN P. WILSON
Meld Off, Mgr.
Hickman, KY.
Phone 234-2504

WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 6534141

Got Yourself A
College Girl
Then at 9:30
Hank Williams

ONCE-A-YEAR SAVINGS EVENT -

Your Cheatin'Heart
Saturday, Sept. 11
Three Features
Starts at 7:45

Friday, September 10th through
Saturday, September 18th

The Night Walker

Enjoy the fluent fit of Belle-Sh
armeer Legsize stockings now at these SALE
PRICES:

and at 9:20

38 Hours

1 p'-

Reg. 1.95 styles
Reg. 1.75 styles
Reg. 1.65 styles
Reg. 1.50 styles
Reg. 1.35 styles
Reg. 4.95 stytles
Reg. 5.95 styles

then at 11:10

Night Of The Iguana
Sunday - Monday, Sept. 12-13
Double Feature
Starts at 7:45
Ann Margaret-Tony Franciosa

The Pleasure Seekers
then at 10:10
Molly Bee-Red Learan

The Young Swingers
Closed TUES.
.•••■•11111ftwomilEL.

NOINNIND

JERSEY LEADER — Jackie PowItt, son of Glen Pewitt, herdsman for the Burnett*
Jersey farm, holds the
top animal in the open Jersey show at the fair.
(Photo by Adel!' Services)

3 pr.

1.88
1.50
1.41
1.28
1.17
3.95
4.95

4.95
4.50
4.20
3.80
3.50

Elizabeth's
307 Main St.
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Elvis Stahr, At Tokyo Convention,Making Mark AsIU President

Elvis J. Stair, Jr., President of before the legislature. He
repreIndiana University and a native sents it on countless outside
proof Hickman, is in Tokyo, Japan at- jects and programs. He
has his
tending a conference of the Inter- say in hiring of top employe
es. He
national Association of Universi- makes speeches. He is
tapped for
ties.
such posts as co-chairman of the
Stahr has been president of In- committee seeking
to secure the
diana University for the last three world's largest
atom smasher for
years, was President John F. Ken- Indiana.
nedy's first Secretary of the Army, The 48-year-old
Stahr, his dark
and is a former dean of the Uni- hair still untinged
by gray, takes
of
Kenutcky Law School about three weeks vacation a year,
versity
and president of the University of in dribbles.
West Virginia.
In between he "very seldom"
His father, Elvis Stahr, Sr., was finds an hour to relax
away'.
Fulton Circuit Judge for many
"I read an enormous amount,"
years before his death last year.
he said. "But it's reports and memAsked about his job as President oranda, not many books: Occasio
nof Indiana University, Stahr said, ally I'll read a mystery
on a plane.
"I like the immense variety." He
"And when 'The Man
also likes the atmosphere and spirit U. N. C. L. E.' is on televjgdo From
n, my
of cooperation at IU, and the fact daughter sometim
es persuades me
that the university and he himself to watch it with
her.
are so deeply involved in so many
"But '
R. the literal truth—from
major national and international the last week
in March hrough
programs financed by the federal June 20, I worked
hours a week.
government and private founda- I did paperwork 90
in bed at night,
tions.
between 10 and 1, or I'd have been
Amens these programs—many hopelessly behind. Of course, I
underteken with ether universities don't go at this pace all year."
—are training of Negro cella,*
In discussing accomplishments,
teachers to upgrade Negro
Stahr
stressed that "it can really
*ducat's's, nuclear and other research
, and honestly be said that literally
and audiwvisual education in South hundreds of people are directly reAmerica and Africa.
sponsible for any progress the uni"The most unpleasant part," he versity makes."
said, "is that there is never enough
"Obviously the university has
money, to do what needs to be grown," Stahr said "I think the
done, and what highly competent enrollment in the last year of the
people want to do."
Wells administration was 18,8N on
He is primarily a long-range Iii. Bloomington campus, and less
planner, in terms of IU academic than MAO fetal.
programs, personnel, building, and
Last fall it was 21,000 on campus
financing. He's IU's main link with and 37,008 total. Next fall it
will be
the board of trustees.
23,1110 hors and NANO total.
He defends the university from
"Some people want to know how
outside attacks; he champions it we have gotten oo big. The
answer

and Mrs.
aid Butler,
Farmer,
erne StewAden.
Leslie
a T. Caldernes, Mrs.
ivian Jones
Is Mrs.
rs. Nelle G.
- al super,• y as well

odness
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Early Estimate Of Federal Funds
For County Education Decreased

Washed
Tested •
to Pere
tureen.

The number of school children for about $150 per student under
aged 5-17 who will draw funds to current estimates.
Fulton County under the new FedKentucky's original allocation
eral Aid to Education Act totals
exceeded $28 million under this
888. This is 38 less than was fLrst
phase of the act. If Congress fully
estimated, the Kentucky Departfunds the program this fiscal year,
ment of Education reports.
the state could get about $30 milThe U. S. Office of Education has lion.
made the final allocation, based on
The act provides for special edua re-study of census records, of the cational programs and strengthennumber of students eligible to par- ing of existing programs for stuticipate under the act,
dents from families with an annual income of 12,000 or less.
James Meltoo, assistant RINITITrinMellon explained that when Contendent for administration and finance in the State Department of grees was debating the Mg ,the
Education said the total number of number of children involved-WU
Kentucky school children involved estimated on the basis of families,
Is SAN more than was first esti- not on individual children.
He noted that while computations
matet lie pointed out that the majority of counties (72 of the 120) based on an average number of
have lost eligible students under children per family are accurate
on a nation-wide basis, they require
the final allotment.
adjustment when smaller areas,
The new estimate brings the Man- such as
counties, are involved.
bit of Kentucky children for whom
"Generally speaking, Eastern
federal funds will be provided in
Kentucky had a larger number of
1985418 to l93.559-28 per cent of
children from families in this catethe state's students.
gory than was originally estimatSchool districts will be eligible ed." Melton said.

150

E
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Jean Crawford

says:

['Beauty's Moro Than Skin Doep"

is because a lot of people want to
come here. We don't have a draft
act. Yet somehow, better than most
institutions we have retained a
feeling of friendliness."
While size brings problems, Stahr

said, It also creates "enormous opportunities."
"Our principal objective has been
and remains—it sounds trite but I
don't know how to say it better— to
do everything practicable to make

Ls
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REVENUES INCREASES

this as good a university as can
possibly be," he said.
"It has the potential to be one of
the 10 best in the country. I think
almost anyone now ranks it in the
top 20."

Total revenues on Kentucky's
three toll roads reached an alltime high in July, with figures for
all three exceeding those of a year
ago. Records were set on both the
Kentucky Turnpike and the Western Kentucky Parkway.

AROUND THE UNIVERSE
An aged Indian was standing ix
top of a hill, looking over the beat_
tiful valley with his son.
"You know, my son," he said
"some day all of this land will bc
long to the Indians again. Pale
faces all go to moon."
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As Joan Crawford knows, there's more to judging beauty
than meets the eye. Miss Crawford will again join the distinguished panel of judges who will select Miss America in
Atiantie City this September.
When it comes to that in- over $200,000.
tangible thing called beauty,
Last September, Vonda Ray
everyone sets his own stand- Van Dyke,from Arizona caught
ards. But Miss America must the judges' eye not only with
be a beauty hailed by everyone, her outstanding beauty but
so a set of standards in judg- with all her attractive qualiing her is used that covers all ties. Vonda and "Curly Quo"
elements of beauty — talent, charmed everyone with a decharm, poise, personality, in- lightful ventriloquist act, her
telligence, as well as good looks. fellow contestants voted her
These strict standards make Mies Congeniality-and she bejudging the Pageant an exact- came Miss America 19851
ing task. That's why Pageant
officials select outstanding permonalities in the arts to cast a
most critical eye in Miss America's direction. Academy award
winner Joan Crawford moat
aptly represents the field of
drama. Others like Moos Hart,
Mitch Miller, June Allison, Arlene Dahl, to name a few, have
served as past Pageant judges.
When it comes to putting
scores down on paper, points
are awarded for talent as well
as evening-gown and swimsuit competitions. Miss AmerThis September Pageant
ica contenders mud also prove Judges ages tees the arduous
their intellectual interests.'Each but most pleasant task of soyear the Pepsi-Cola Educa- Dieting a beautiful girl by anytional Scholarship Awards at ons's standards-JIWi Aperisis
local and State pageants total 1988.

Here are
5 good reasons
for not buying
Jane Parker White Bread:

ii

JANE'PARKER'S
1. Whole Wheat
3. Raisin
2. Rye

4. Cracked Wine
5. Pumpernkkel

TID
IVORY

774

Liquid

1-Pt. 6-02. 634
Bottle

ZEST SOAP

SAFEGUARD

2

2'sr° 434

Bars
ligth

434

REDEEM YOUR COUPONS AT ALP!

Actually, there are 20 or more. The variety
of delicious Jane Parker Breads is greater
than anyone Wee otters.

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., SEPT. 11TH
DO GREAT ATLANTIC & mom TEA COMPANY, INC.

ANS PARKIN
Sev•• 4)

Cracked Wheat
Loaf Cake.,Sa.:
Glued Downs

i

214

Save IRA
ti.79(

39t.

tood $tores
AMERICA'S DIP1NDABIE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1851

STORE HOURS-- Monday aro Friday 8:am. to 6:00 pm. Saturday 8:00am.- HO pa

4101.1.11100.

•••••
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Twenty Lovely
Ladies Compete
For Miss RECC
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now*
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With JIM PRYOR
soalcsbasol Amos. Mots
All American farmers face the
question that is brought about by
increasing interest in the possibthties of minor element deficiencies.
They are asking "will the use of
premium grade fertilizer increase
production high enough over regular fertilizer to justify the additional expense?" Interest among
farmers ,in this subject has been
reflected in the fertilizer industry
by the manufacturer of premium
grades or mineralized fertilizers.
These premium grades usually cost
the farmer from 5 to 10 per cent
more than the corresponding nonpremium or regular grades.

most efficiently with the usual
fertilizer top dressing. Use of
borated fertilizer for this purpose
is encouraged.
In general, we think of hidden
hunger as the area of production
where plants look as if they are
normal, but the soil does not have
sufficient plant food for maximum

Farm Youths
May Compete
For $11,000

Kentucky 441 and PTA youths
The 16th annual beauty pageant
to select Miss Kentucky RECC for will have a chance to compete for
1966 will be held at the Kentucky 911,000 in prizes and awards at six
State Fair in Louisville Tuesday district beef shows being sponsored
and Wednesday, September 14 and by the Kentucky Department of
15. Twenty lovely young ladies rep- Agriculture this year.
resenting rural electric coperatives
Agriculture Commissioner Wenfrom throughout the state will comP. Butler said the dates and
dell
to
right
the
and
pete bar the title
are: Sept. 27, Pennyroyal
locations
represent Kentucky in the national
Sale at Hopkinsville;
contest to be held in Las Vegas, Show and
Central, Glasgow;
South
38,
Sept.
1966.
Nevada, in February,
Owensboro;
River,
Green
2,
Oct.
Again this year the contest will
Purchase, Murray; Oct. 7,
be divided into two sections, the Oct. 4, Kentucky, Mayeville; and
first being held on Tuesday evening Northern
3, Blue Grass at Lexington.
at 8:00 p. m. (EST). At this time, Nov.
The Pennyroyal, Green River and
the judges will select a winner of
Purchase shows will also include a
the personality portion of the comcontest.
carcass
petition. Each contestant, in addiButler said the district shows are
tion to making an appearance beyouth
fore' the judges, will be asked to held to demonstrate for farm
and
make a talk of approximately 2 the principle of showmanship
minutes on the subject "How I Can the importance of good breeding,
feeding and management practices
Best Speak Up For Kentucky".
Also, the winner of the Miss in livestock production.
Rural Cordiality contest will be an- "In conducting these shows, the
nounced. The winner of the Miss department hopes to support the
Cordiality title will be selected by educational objectives of the 4-H
the contestants themselves. This and FFA organizations, and to give
will be the girl, who in the opinion cattlemen the opportunity to offer
of the other participants displays evaluations which they feel are rethe best personality and is most quired to move our beef industry
forward," Butler said.
popular with all the girls.
The final appearance will be
Department of Agriculture
made Wednesday afternoon at 3:30 The
the district shows in cosponsors
select
will
ths.judges
when
(Mrr)
with the 4-H Club Deoperation
a
1965,
Miss Kentucky RECC of
University of Kenfirst runner-up, and a second run- partment of the Kentucky Associathe
and
tucky,
ner-up.
Farmers of -AmerAmong those who will compete in tion of Future
the state contest and the rural elec- ica.
tric cooperatives they will represent include Kiss Elizabeth Ann
Support The Banana Festival
Rodgers of Crutchfield, "Miss Fulton - Hickman RE,CC."

Dr. W. L Nelson of The American Potash Institute said that 40
per cent of our crops show deficiency symptoms, 50 per cent will
have hidden hunger with only 10
per cent giving top yields.
There are many diagnostic tools
available to determine hidden
hunger and predict nutrient needs.
Management is still a prime factor
in drawing the proper moclusions
for doing the proper practices at
the right time.

Save By Caring For Your Livestock
One of the most important items
of a good livestock program is that
of using judgment by taking good
care of the animal's health. This
will be true no matter what type of
livestock you own. It is one of the
surest ways of cutting overhead
will be among the
These lovely young ladies, directed by Dance Promotions of Memphis,Sept.
24-Oct 2. The
thereby increasing income of livedancers in the Gay 90's Village at the Mid-South Fair,
can-can
featured
Tennessee
The University of
stock.
will perform daily from 4 to 10 p.m. on the hour. This is just one of ths many free
charmers
Agronomy Department says that on
Most farmers, sooner or later
entertainment attractions to be offered at the Fair.
Also appearing at the fair in the new Mid-South Coliseum will be the World Championship
minor element use these elements will experience some real problems
Sept 24, 25, and 2*
Rodeo with Michael Landon, "Little Joe Cartwright" of TV's "Bonanza,"
should be used only to remedy with the health of their animals.
and 29; and the Tenthe Lawrence Welk Show, with all the Champagne Musk Makers, Sept 28
specific deficiency situations. The Experienced livestock men will tell
with 01' Ern and a host of stars, Sept. 30, Oct 1 and 2.
Show,
Ford
Edna
noose*
maelement
minor
general use of
you that "an ounce of prevention
Tickets to these shows can be obtained by writing Goldsmith's Central Tichot Office or the
terials to meet non-specific crop is worth a pound of cure." With the
th Coliseum Box Office.
Mid-Sou
requirements is not recommended. introduction of many new drugs,
known as anti-biotics or wonder
They recommend the use of spe- drugs, many diseases can be cured
fertilizaa
in
elements
cific minor
in due time. However, we still have
tion program to meet special plant some stubborn cases. There are
requirements under special crop also many good and time proven
Joe Martin, Coasts Agent
situations. Special element defici- methods that can be employed to
Union City, Tenn.
this
encies have been observed and
prevent troubles. Our Extension
probably will warrant their use. If men, our Government men, Veteria minor deficiency has not been narians, Feed Specialists and many
Chian County Fair Successful
demonstrated, there is no basis for others can relate methods which
The 1955 Obion County Fair is
minor element recommendation, can be placed into practice in order
Voila*Ostau *PEAS
certainly a farmer should not add to enjoy the safest livestock health over and the fair was very sucto
number and
'o his production coot unless he has program. It is advisable to follow cessful in regards
a reasonable chance of getting re- the advice of these people known quality of the farm products exturns from the expenditure. To say to be the surest and cheapest in hibited. Examples of number of
exhibits: 71 steers entered in Junthat continued use of "mineralized" the long run.
Candidates for 1965 Football
ior Steer Show; 57 hogs entered in
fertilizers vrill prevent minor elebeen virtually
at Fulton High School were
has
disease
Bangs
Queen
ment deficiencies from developing wiped off the face of the map in Market Hog Show; 75 beef cattle
this week. They include
announced
's not correct on the basis of pre- most states. The methods used entered in registered beef cattle
Rita Cash, freshman; Ruth Ann
;eat research findings. It is possi- have been expensive and of long show; 91 bogs entered in -registered
-Burnett., sophomore; Brenda Mcble that when more is known about duration. We need to keep our hog show; 80 dairy cattle entered
Bride, junior; Faye Harwood, sendeficiencies the use of "mineraliz- herds clean of it since most likely in registered dairy cattle show; 72
ior.
ed" fertilizers could be warranted they were clean to begin with. A entries in corn production contest
The football queen will be crownllissuglast history, vinegar has
many entries in crops and
as an accepted practice.
at ceremonies preceding the
is to follow the and so
also
practice
ed
sound
tolltastiest* sad importset
On the other band, we know that programs that your veterinarians horticulture show that we were
October
game
Greenfield-Fukon
Casear's amiss vs
pIao.
he usual "mineralized" fertilizers outline and very little trouble will unable to get an accurate count.
la Ian Runk view
8th.
eleminor
sufficient
do not contain
'.--;1111 war Asa at Iss
The class obtaining the most
occur.
ments to correct a real deficiency 'There are a number of diseases The Junior Steer and Hog Sale
markCaw'ppm* believed
State Department of
the
in
CLICKING
ARE
THINGS
in the annual magazine
money
very
successful-where
else
could
1 it should exist. Of course, this among hogs that today cause big
tho ones noors of Astor.
subscription drive at the school will
Education with installation of a new Honeywel111-200
Tedsy Rpm bon um about
does not apply to fertilizers that losses and which at the same time you fled business people, merchthe
named
ve
candidate
representati
Honeywell
their
computer.
have
' elect:Mlle digital
*Ow an WIN ...as they
are compounded with some specific could be avoided if the livestock ants, hankers, individuals, farm
queen.
Charles Bretton shows computer operator Mrs. Jane
liama base la
minor element to meet a specific owner would act in time. A very organisation, community organizaMN din MIL
Stanley how to get the high speed printer rolling. The
tion, livestock buyers, meat packfertilization problem.
SPEAK UP FOR KENTUCKY
large number of these diseases are ers and just everybody that would
computer, most powerful of any in departments of
Edward West of Kentucky inventIt is usually not recommended prevented by vaccination. Yet at support and spend their money in
education across the nation, can print 960 lines of 132
the nail cutting machine and the
get
ed
we
sometimes
time
same
the
over
fertilizers
that mineralized
encouraging young boys and girls
characters each, read or write 4,360 records of 500
cut-nail factory wan of the
of
first
less
something
importwith
busy
like the people of Obion County
regular fertilizers be used. Howcharacters each, punch 150 cards, read SOO cards and
was at Lexington in
Alleghenies
ever, it is recommended that the ance and put it off to our sorrow. did last Wednesday nightt. We've
execute approximately one million instructions—all at
Loftin Johnson of
APPLE CIDER
Thomas
1801.
your
livestock
disease
Discuss
to
be
used
got the best Junior Steer SItow and
use of minor elements
one time and all in one minute.
Louisville invented coin boxes for
Problems with your veterinarian Sale in Tennessee in Obion County.
or DISTILLED
meet specific deficiencies.
street cars about 1870. Let's Speak
An example of the need of min- and others with whom you have The Obion County Fair is a Chanisent to each known eligible voter. Up For Kentucky.
eral elements is BORON ON AL- contact. It is my personal opinion pion Fair again for UM.
In case eligible voters fail to reFALFA—use of boron on alfalfa that you can virtually stop most of
... C. (DOC) ADAMS
ceive a ballot throusb the mail,
Horticulture Fiold Day Septemhas been established primarily on your livestock disease problems.
1"14
to
by
coming
one
obtain
may
At
they
West
ber
Ifth
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Experiobservthe basis of the widespread
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S
the ASCS county office. Generally,
ment Station • Jackson.
ance of typical boron deficiencies
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shareor
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in alfalfa and the responses that
DID YOU KNOW?
ipsettas
sois
All fruit growers and vegetable
cropper is eligible to vote if he is
Oki A%
411,1111141,
they have been obtained to boron
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ATICINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

BARBECUED BIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton. Ky.

Lake Strout

THOMAS G. COATIS SELLS
REGISTERED ANGUS CATTLE
Thomas G. Coates, Fulton, recently sold 21 registered Angus
cows and an Aberdeen-Angus bull
to J. M. Mayberry, Union City,
Tennessee.
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Support The Banana Festival

Is Yellowstone
the finest
Bourbon
in Kentucky?
Well,
it's No.1
in sales.

TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Ar_sennas Installed

6 years old.

ROPER

90 PROOF

$4" 55

For Rates and Beautiful Color Brochure—
Write EDGAR A. MAY, Mgr., Tim ARLINGTON HOTEL

HOT SPRINGS

Phona: AREA 501
NAtiona1 3-7771

National Park,Arkansas

4

TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643

OT$1 Ifl.

Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof a l00 Proof
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville, Kentucky.

No place on earth has more to offer than Hot Springs...
and there's no finer place to stay than The Arlington.
Swim in our beautiful cascade pools ... enjoy cocktail
parties, dinner music and dances ... dine on gourmet
food ...golf on our two 18-hole Championship courses.
All sports and recreations in Hot Springs including
fishing and boating. Tail the world-famous thermal baths
with new WHIRLPOOL and massages right in The Arlington.

Bottled-In-Bond.
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MARKED FOR SAFETY—Robert Flener, traffic engineer for the Kentucky Department of Highways,
points to a mileage marker similar to those scheduled
to be installed on 15,000 miles of state-maintained
highways by May, 1968. The markers, which were
recommended in Governor Edward T. Breathitt's
Action Program for Traffic Safety, will aid police officials and Highway Department engineers in accident
surveillance and control. The markers will be placed
on the backs of existing signs rather than on separate
posts as is done on Kentucky's Interstate highways
and Parkways, thus achieving a savings of ;40,000.

Kentucky Hiways Getting
Safety Mileage Markers

Us

The Department of Highways will
install mileage markers on approximately 13,000 miles of major
highways in Kentucky to aid police
°Octal" and Department engineers
in accident surveillance and control, Highway Commissioner Henry
Ward announced today.
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Ward said the markers will be
similar to those found on Kentneky's Interstate Highways and
Parkways, but will be placed on the
backs of existing signs rather than
on separate posts. Estimated cost
of the approved markers-is $30,000
—BS cents apiece — whereas it
would have cost $00,000 to install
them on separate posts. Installation of the markers is to be completed by May, 1966.
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The markers, which were recommended in Governor Edward T.
Breathitt's Action Program for
Traffic Safety, will assist police offleials and motorists in precisely
identifying accident locations for
future reference and for immediate dispatch of emergency vehicles
to the accident scene.
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The information contained in the
accident reports will enable Highway Department engineers to acciwately pin down trouble spots and
take corrective measures which
may be needed.
The markers will consist of sixby-ten inch reflectorixed strips
with white numerals on a green
background. At least one marker
per mile will be provided on both
sides of major state-maintained
rands in each county.
The markers will begin at zero at
the south or west county line— or
the southern or western termini of
those roads which begin within a
county—and ascend numerically
until reaching the opposite border

or termini. Mileage will be indicated to the nearest tenth.
Mileage markers, also known as
mileposts, are required on the Interstate System and are placed on
Kentucky's Parkways since these
roads are constructed to Interstate standards.

DA NANG, Viet Nam—Staff Sergeant Francis L. Nightingale, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard N. Nightingale of R. R. 1, Newport, N. Y.,
has been awarded the U. S. Air
Force Air Medal at Da Nang Airport, Viet Nam, for aerial achievement.
Sergeant Nightingale, a flight
mechanic, won the award for his
personal bravery and airmanship
in the fight against Communist aggression in Viet Nam.
He is a member of the Pacific
Air Forces which provides air offensive and defensive units in
Southeast Asia, the Far East and
Pacific.
The sergeant attended Herkimer
(N. Y.) High School.
His wife, Lillian, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Did Hicks of R. R.
2, Water Valley, Ky.
USS RANDOLPH (CV'S-15) Aug.
30—Seaman Apprentice Randal D.
Pope, UN, grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. McKelvy of Route 3,
Fulton, Ky., is scheduled to return
to Norfolk, Va., Sept. 3 aboard the
anti-submarine warfare support
aircraft carrier USS Randolph, following deployment to the Mediterranean and operations with the
Sixth Fleet.
Randolph, flagship of Task Group
AKa, the Sixth Fleet's anti-submarine force, composed of surface,
subsurface anti-submarine patrol
aircraft, provided anti-submarine
support for fleet units operation in
the Mediterranean.
During breaks in fleet operations
Randolph visited ports in Italy,
Spain and France.
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Mr. and Mrs. Almus Polsgrove
attended the Golden Wedding anniversary of Mrs, Polsgrove's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Whitehead, in Martin Sunday.
Mrs. William Long and some
friends from Fulton spent last Monday in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Covey, of
Memphis, visited her sister and
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Lowe, Saturday night.
Mrs. Wallace cunningnam and
Mrs. Rennie Roberts, of Paducah,
spent Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs.
Bud Stem.
Mrs. Robert Rogers suffered
painful injuries Monday. She was
riding on the back of a tractor with
her husband and, in some way,
fell. Her leg was hurt badly and
she is in the hospital at Union City.

Two men and a woman were arrested by Fulton police when they
attempted to pass e worthless
check at a local business firm.
South Fulton police alerted the Ful"The installation of these mark. ton police of the trio after the Pigera is another step in an overall sty Wiggly Store reported cashing
program to make Kentucky's hit ens of their checks. Elmer Mansways the safest in the naKZ
,Meld, South Fulton police chief, reports that the money has been reWard said. "A concerted
turned to the Piggly Wiggly.
effort by state officials and
is gaining momentum, and
Louis Scabs, 33; J. Turley, 40;
continued public support we
and Gillette Padgett, 26, gave their
reach our objective."
address as Chicago, Illinois.
At the time of arrest, the woman
had cash amounting to $301.00.
Found hidden in a shoe in their car,
was a loaded .36 pistol.
Mansfield said the blank checks
were
stolen from a service station
The News takes pleasure in wishin Chicago; then the checks were
ing Happy Birthday to the follow- made out on a check machine.
ing friends:
They varied in amounts from $65.00
to $106.00, and some of the checks
September 10: Ronnie Crabtree, were
on nursing homes in ChiMrs. Jessie McAlister, Bobby Mc- cago.
Kinney, Richard Strong, Alben
The trio is being held in the
Thorpe; September 11-: Mrs. Char- Obion
County Jail in Union City
les Wade Andrews, Virginia Can- pending
an FBI investigation.
non, Estes Cunningham, Gayle
Freeman, Mrs. W. W. McKelvey,
Mrs. Shelton Owens; September
11: R. R. Moss, Mrs. R. R. Moss,
Charles McMorris, Coleman Woodruff; September 13: Jim Huffine,
Jr., Sherry McKinney, Deborah
A 26 year old Dixon, Kentucky,
Jean Maynard, Lera Nugent;
man, Omer J. Oglesby, was being
September 14: Judy Adams, Jeff held in the South Fulton jail. He
Demons, Grace Dickerson, Mrs. has been charged with attempting
Roy Green; September 15: Robert to break into Robert Covington's
Don Chillcott, Jimmie Clement, cafe last week.
Mrs. Stella Jones, Jerry Travis,
South Fulton Police Chief, Elmer
Sheila Lowry, Morris Wiley; Sep- Mansfield, reported that a witness
tember 16: Glenda Boultoe, Tom- identified Oglesby as the man he
my Cannon, Jones Dickerson, Hu- saw trying to break into the cafe
bert Lawson, Catherine Rtiberts.
with a crow bar.
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Everyone is sorry about the acci- Page
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dent and hopes she can come home
soon.
Mrs. William Long and David
Sara Belle French called to see
spent last Wednesday in Memphis, • DUKEDOM RT. 2
Mrs. Maude Vincent Saturday afMrs. 0. F. Taylor
shopping.
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond and
Rev. Norman Crittenden filled were Sunday afternoon guests of
son, Don, of Nashville, spent the
Labor Day holidays with relatives his appointment at Bethlehem Sun- Mr. and Mrs! T. C. House and Mrs
here. Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford, day at 11 a. m. Sunday School is at Ruth Weems.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dublin and
of Dyersburg, spent Monday here. 10 each Sunday morning. If you
are not in Sunday School some- children, of North Carolina, reIvan Brady, of Fulton, visited where, you would have a hearty turned to their home last week,
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith Monday welcome at Bethlem.
after visiting their parents, Mr.
afternoon. Mr. Smith is slowly imMr. and Mrs. J. B. Foy left for and Mrs. Etrwin Rowland of Pilot
proving, but Mrs. Smith has been their home in Arizona last week, Oak and Mrs. Nell Dublin of Mayon the sick list.
after spending several days with Reid.
Mrs. Heath, of Dukedom, is
Rowan Lowe and daughter, his sister and her husband, Mr.
visiting some of her children in
Roxa, of Philadelphia, Pa., and and Mrs. Tremon Rickman.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett, Detroit at this time.
Miss Cathryn and Lee Ella Lowe,
of Fulton, visited Mrs. C. E. Lowe of Lone Oak, were Saturday night
Mrs. Totsie Gilliam called on her
guests of his mother, Mrs. Hattie sister, Mrs. Ira Raines, of Pilot
a while one afternoon lad- week.
Puckett, of Pilot Oak.
Oak, Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long and
Mrs. Rose Brann had Sunday
Polly and DeWitt Matthews were dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Carr.
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
liam Long Monday night.
Mesdames Ora McGuire and and Mrs. Bill Matthews.

1 U1 1 M E I E E
Many good organizations are. working with our
youngsters, developing an interest in other lands and
the ones who dwell there. The church through
God's word also teaches us about our
neighbors and what our attitude should be
toward them. The earth is the Lord's and the fulness

South Fulton
Police Arrest
Check Passers

thereof; the world, and they that dwell therein. !

The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
loving his neighbor. Without this groimding in the
love of God, no government or society or way of life
will long persevere and the freedoms which we hold
so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from
a selfish point of view, one should support the Church
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
Beyond that, however, every person should uphold
and participate in the Church because it tells the truth
about man's life, death- and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
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Happy Birthday

Coleman Adv. Sem,

v.

Dixon, Ky. Man
Held For Robbery

THIS SERIES OP CHURCH ADS IS BRINE PUBLISHED THROUGH THE COOPERATION OP THE LOCAL MINISTERIAL
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INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers el Shell Products
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• PIERCE

Fulton

Hickman - Fhlton Co's. R.E.C.C.
"Live BeHer ThcMca

Phone 472-3951

William Ward, Livestock
We buy and sell doily
Morrie It; S. Fulton

Phone 4794SU

Hickman, Ky.
NIIIt

CITY DRUG COMPANY

Atrial* Gas Co. of Fulton, Inc.
Butane and Propane gas dealer

Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-1383

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co..Inc
Kentucky Ave.,

Fulton

Phone 4724471

SMALLMAN

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
Phone 472-1341

Eimer METAL

Lennox gas femme's, air conditioners;

See us for all your insurance needs
231 Main St.

Pullen, Ky.

Travelers Inn Restaurant

all-electric heat pump; electric fermate

Featuring Herne-Made Nee

PURE MIL COMPANY

Special Sunday Dinner

At the store er at your door
Fulton, Ky.

SEARS
Shop by Phone

Phone(MIEN

South Fulton, Tenn.

Phone 472-3311

JET LANES
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hiciunen, Ky.

Union City, Tenn.

Special rotes to Church groups
110 Fourth St.

Phone 472-1444

THE CITIZENS BANK

Henry L Siegel Company. Inc.

Phone 2364655

Phase 47P-M73

Xing Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Ranobler Dealer

Make our bank your hank
Hickman. Ky.

Tires, Batteries, minor repairs
Broadway St.

South Fulton, Tenn.

VLSITORS TO LAKE CUMBERLAND BOYS' CAMP examine the facilities of
the State's newest rehabilitation center for first-time juvenile offenders. Operated by the Department of Child Welfare, the camp is nestled in the trees of a
540-acre tract of land, situated on a point projecting north into the lake. The
general purpose building shown here has dormitory space for 40 boys.

Hemphill Cities Service Station

NOW+ and See* Fulton
IV W. State Line

Plume 4714V1

4M140.
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The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 9, 1965 FULTON STUDENTS—

net. While they are guests of the
Banana Feetivid they will be seeking out answers to the American
(Ceretheued Franz Pato Oas)
Way. Mr. Martinez-Fonts briefed
with the Festival.
the local students on some of the
many arts, crafts, exhibits and
Also accompanying Mr. Morrison people who
will attend the Festival.
was Mr. Alberto Martina-Fonts of
The following were patients in Miami, woo is manager of the
the Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, Ecuatoriana Airlines and repreBOATING DEATHS
September 8:
sents the Ecuadorean Tourist Com'PROPORTIONAL'
mission. Mr. Martinet-Fonts plans
Services were held last Friday
WASHINGTON—The U. S. Coast
to return to Fulton during the BaHILLVIEW HOSPITAL
afternoon in Fulton for Mrs. Sarah
Guard says the 1,192 lives lost in
Morris Meacham, widow of Dr. Mack Ryan, William Killebrew, nana Festival.
recreational boating last year, alClanton C. Meacham and a mem- Joy Boyd, Neal Jones, Mrs. Loyd
ber of a pioneer Obion county fain- Henderson, Mrs. Jack McClain, Tuesday Mr. Morrison explained though 88 more than the 1963
Mrs. Louis Holly, Hobart Keen, to the students of South Fulton and deaths, were proportional to the inM. It. Jeffrees, Buford Ben- Fulton High Schools the program crease in the number of boats. The
Mrs.
Meacham,
73,
died
was
who
Mrs.
Coast Guard counted 3,76$,419 prinett,
Wallace Savenkoff and of Operation Amigo.
Mrs.
Wednesday night September 1, at
Since the students will be living vate vessels in the United States
Fulton hospital following a long baby, Fulton; Miss Mary Kate
and territories.
Pewitt, South Fulton; Mrs. Lett* in the homes of local
illness.
student*, Mr.
Crenshaw, Elmer Farmer, Clinton;
Born Sept. 16, 1891, in South Ful- Mrs. Ronald Pate, Mayfield; Mrs. Morrison explained the habits, hobbies and interests of the students
ton, she was the daughter of the Kathleen Golden,
SPEAK UP FOR KENTUCKY
Water Valley;
late W. W. and Florence Martin Mrs. Sallie Bradley, Wingo; Mrs. and stressed that any questions
The first post office west of the
asked by these students should be Alleghenies
Morris. She was a member of the Donald Riley,
was located at DanHickman; Mrs. Har- answered in an informative
First Methodist Church.
man- ville, Kentucky in 1792,
old Henderson, Sr., Crutchfield;
Survivors include a daughter, Mrs. Homer Zopf, Route 3, Fulton.
Mrs. John F. Kizer of Milan; two
grandsons, John Kizer, Jr., and
FULTON HOSPITAL
Morris Kizer; a sister, Mrs. L. 0.
Bertes Pigue, Mrs. Homer Croft,
Bradford of Fulton; three brothers, Mrs. Fletcher
Gattis, Mrs. Hettie
Dudley Morris of Fulton, W. W.
Ford, Mary Ann Wilbourn, Mrs.
Morris of Union City and G. WoodLillian Cobb, Mrs. C. A. Turner, J.
son Morris of San Antonio, Texas. N. Wooten,
Mrs. Clifton Linton,
Two cousins, Morris Miles and FulIon; Mrs. Larry Carter, Mrs.
Charles Miles Jr., also reside in Dora Kibbler, Mrs. Jim Burgess,
Union City.
South Fulton; Mr. Vance Hicks,
Funeral services were held in Mrs. Monroe Floyd, Mrs. James
the Whitnel Funeral Home chapel MODaniels, Judy Sparks, Route 1,
with the Rev. W. T. Barnes, pastor Fulton; L, D. Dedmon, Route 2,.
of the First Methodist Church of Fulton, Loney Anderson, Route 3,
Fulton, officiating. Burial was in Fulton, Mrs. Daisy Champion,
Fairview Cemetery.
Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. Chester
Turner, Mrs. Neal Little, Perry
Wade, Crutchfield; Mrs. Pete
Chambers, Route 1, Dukedom; Otis
Sherdon, Route 3, Martin; Claud
Hall, Hickman; Sue Sublette, Route
4, Hickman; Lee Snow, Wing();
Bernard Bostick, Water Valley;
Raymond Henley, Columbus.
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Mrs. Meacham
Laid To Rest
Last Friday
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HOSPITAL HEWS

Paducah's "Red Carpet Tourist"
Treatment Is Lauded ktion-Wide
The city of Paducah's "red carpet treatment" for tourists has
stirred the interest of the National
Association of Travel Organizations, whose executive director
James C. Gross would like to see
other cities follow Paducah's example.

trial and residential areas of the
city.

The Red Use Tour is the brainchild of Mayor Wilson and other
interested parties who wanted Paducah to play a significant role in
the celebration of Kentucky's 1965
Homecoming Year.
Points of interest along the tour
include Angles, the home of the
last Vice President of the U. S.,
Alben W. Barkley; the grave of
Irvin S. Cobb, marked by a granite
boulder in a grove of dogwood
trees, as specified by the author
and humorist in a letter dated
three months before his death; the
Chief Paduke statue of the legendary chief of a Chickasaw Indian
tribe, for whom the city was named; the old farmer's Market House,
and the city's brand-new city ball.

Gross, in a letter to Paducah
Mayor Thomas Wilson, said "I feel
that many of our American cities
could well follow your lead in this
Pro/eel"

Gross said, "in making it easier
for travelers to find their way to
Paducah's points of interest . . .
you (the people of Paducah) are
taking a very practical step in
keeping travelers in your city longer by effectively holding them on
a sight-seeing route that eliminates
the usual frustrations of finding attractions in an unfamiliar location."

The project mentioned is Paducah's Red Line Tour. Taking its
name from a continuous connecting red line painted on the pavement, the tour encompasses points
of interest in the business, Indus-

The National Association of
Travel Organizations has been a
In all, 51 points of interest are
leader in promoting the "See the spaced along the Red Line Tour.
USA" campaign to persuade more
Americans to see their own country.
Support T'he Simone Festival
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Mrs.Bedie Canter

Funeral services were held yesterday in Burnett's Chapel Methodist Church for Mrs. Bedie Canter. Rev. Orville Easley officiated
and interment, in charge of Jackson's Funeral Home, was in the
church cemetery.
Mrs. Canter, 67, the widow of
Blain Canter, died in the Mayfield
Hospital Monday morning, following a long illness.
Surviving are her daughter, Mrs.
Talmus Knight of Glen Ellyn, HI.;
two brothers, Lou Dublin of Lynnville and Don Dublin of Mayfield; a
sister, Mrs. Gertie Jackson of
Route 1, Mayfield; a half-sister,
Mrs. Andrew Morris of Lynnville,
and three grandchildren.

Mrs. Nary L Douglas
Mrs. Mary Alice Douglas, 86,
died early Sunday morning in the
Hurley Hospital at Flint, Mich. She
was the widow of Andrew Jackson
Douglas.
Funeral services were held yesterday afternoon in Shady Grove
Church, with Rev. Jewel McGary
and Rev. Mtlam K. Harris officiating. Interment, in charge of Hornbeak Funeral Home, was in the
church cemetery.
Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. Billy Netherland, Route 4,
Fulton, and Mrs. Lucile Weldon of
Flint, Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
Rosie Ferguson and Mrs. Maggie
Sizemore of Fulton; ten grandchildren and 22 great grandchildren.

John T.Simpson
John Thomas Simpson died at his
home on Route 3, Martin, Monday
night. He was 82 and a retired
farmer.
Funeral services were held yesterday in New Hope Methodist
Church, of which he was a member, with the pastor, Rev. John
Bradley, officiating, assisted by
Rev. Thomas Smithinier. Burial
was in the church cemetery, with
Whitnel Funeral Home in charge
of arrangements.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Lucy Mae Thompson Simpson of
Route 3, Martin; two daughters,
Mrs. Laverne Owenaby of Route
5, Fulton, and Mrs. Thomas Irwin
of Knoxville; one son, Charles Harold Simpson of Carpentersville,
twelve grandchildren and a
number of nieces and nephews.

JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Fannie O'Nan, Mrs. G. A.
Thomas, Wayne Killebrew, Mrs.
Frank Twigg, Mrs. J. P. Hyland,
Mrs. Lena Radford, Fulton; Mrs.
Warren Bard, Route 1, Water Valley; Mrs. Charles Mariar, Route 4,
Union City.

Services For Mrs.
Fannie Filler Are
Held In New York
Mrs. Fannie Filler of New York
City, mother of Leon Filler, owner
of several Dotty Shops, died Tuesday morning in New York. She was
82.
Services were held in New York
Wednesday morning. Mr. and Mrs.
Filler left for New York Tuesday.
Aside from Mr. Filler, she is
survived by another son, Wilbur
Filler of Springfield, Mass., and
three grandchildren, Bernard Filler
of White Plains, N. Y., Stuart Filler, a student at Ann Arbor, Mich.
and Ronnie Filler of Union City.

PA STYSTEM—
(Continued from Pape One)
Park Terrace
10.00
Roland Bell
10.00
10.00
MAY
A. W. Green
10.00
Fulton Bank
10.00
Annonymons
10.00
King Motor Company ................ 3.00
01K-Parisian
540
Reed Brothers
5.00
Jack Lowe's DX
5.00
Joyner's Liquor Store s
SOO
Ham's Garage ....
3.00
E. K. Alexander
5.00
Dixon's Antique Shop ........
5.00
South Fulton Cleaners
5.00
Southern States
5.00
Mac & Fay's
5.00
Hobby House
5.00
Sears
5.00
floppy's Liquor
5.00
Fields' Service Station
5.00
Harold Henderson .....
5.00
Atkins Insurance Co
5.00
P. N. Hirsch Company ..
3.00
Fry's Auto Parts
5-00
Harry Bushart
3.00
Jimmie Clemente
2.00
Gene Fozzard
1.00
Hogg's Barber Shop
1.00
Raymond Stallins
1.00
Support 'The Banana Festival

FOR SALE OR TRADE
Located in Deepwood Subdivision, fronting on
middle road, new three bedroom brick veneer
home. Completely modern, built in oven and
range, bath and one half, patio with sliding glass
doors. This fine home is decorated in off white with
glazed ceilings. Has 100 ft. lot which is landscaped.
Will trade up or down and will consider town or
country property of any kind in on trade.
Call Night or Day Fulton, Ky. Pho. 472-1292
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Ply Dear Chap...
Would your salesincrease if you could employ 5,900salesmen?
You bet they would
and the dollars
would come rolling in!
Obviously, you can't afford 5,900 real
salesmen....bid you can let the FULTON
NEWS and the FULTON SHOPPER do the
job.They will bring your sales story to 23,000
readers every week,and at a cost you CAN afford.
Think it over....figure the low cost to
reach 23,000 readers and then call the News office.
412-1600 or 472-3412
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WICK SMITH, REALTOR, BUILDER
If your present home is not paid for, we will
trade for your equity; get our deal without obligation.
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E. W.James
Purchases
Top Animals•
Business and professional
lima from Northivest'L'ennestee and Southwest Kentucky
shelled out $37,463.46 cents
during the annual Junior Livestock Auction Sale at the Obice
County Fair Wednesday night,
a Daancial outptairtrig designed
to encourage todaes rural
raft potpie to concentrate
their efforts on better grades at
livestock.
Under the aucticoeir's hammer went 71 Angus, Hereford
and Shorthorn steers, which
brought their owners $25,06139, and MI market bogs which
netted their owners $2,372.05.
The grand champion at the
Junior Livestock Show brought
its owner, Billy Garrigan of
Woodland MEla, a top price at
$1.41 per pound. The purchaser
vu the E. W. James Supermarket
Mr. James paid a total of
$1,559.46 for the Angus which
traipsed that 1106 pcunds. While
be X41 fell below last year's
Iretielf&akattering $1.53 per
possitio the total price paid for
the UMW was slightly over $6

more than last years total, because of die heavier weight of
dila year's champion.
The
grand champion last year was
purchased by Bob Terrell,owner of Terrell IGA Foodliner in
Union City.
The reserve champion of the
Junior Livestock wow, a 1849.
pound Hereford owned by Nelson Dorton of Dixie, was purchased by Terrell 10A and
brought 67 1/2 cents a pound,
a total at $910.57.
Both the grand and reserve
champions were graded prime
beef.
E. W. James Supermarket
also purchased the grand champion hog, a 207-pound animal
owned by Dwight Moss, Route 1,
Union City. Mr. James paid
$1.85 per pound for the hog
which meant 2382.95 for its
owner.
The reserve champion hog,
owned by Carl Sandlin,Route 4,
Union City, was bought for 70
cents a pound by the Union City
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. The
190-pound hog brought its owner $133.
Ech year auctioneers of the
area donate a night's work to
aid the youngsters. Chief auctioneers Wednesday night were
B. F. LeDitite a Sons of Tiptonville. They were assisted by
Ralph Adams, Bill Gray and
Marvin Alexander, who &1st ,
served as ringmen.
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Of interest to Homemakers

For Women Only:

You, Too, Can Be an Expert
and the linen closet. And the
happy bride may find herself
a confused and disorganized
first-year homemaker unless
she does some practical planning ahead.
That word "practical" is the
key. Along with another word,
"pretty, it makes two criteria
that will carry you through almost any decision.
There's no getting around it
— if the new bride knows
what she wants, everything
will be coming up "special" for
her and'the man of the house.
New products and designs in
the home furnishings field
offer a wide variety of choices
that enable newly estds to decorate the first home exactly to
test,

BY FLORENCE RODEN BLOCK
No matter how you look at
it, being a homemaker is a career one must learn. It may be
by trial and error or applied
study, for full time or part
time practice, but the goal is
the same. You want to be a
successful homemaker!
Since "learn" you must, it's
easier and less costly to do so
by spending
some time on
the subject.
The first rule
is a classic answer to every problem or
project and a
guidepost for
all brides old
and new — be
prepared.
Happy is the
Mn. Medi
bride the sun
shinei on any day — true
enough. Unfortunately, the
bride-to-be doesn't become an
expert overnight on everything she'll need to set up
housekeeping. "Something old
and something new... something borrowed and something
blue" isn't quite enough to
decorate the living room, or
outfit the kitchen cupboards

6

REPRINTS
of any photos
viDy
appearing in this issue are
available at lise NEWS office. You may order by phone
(472-1400) or come to 209 Commercial Avenue,

Fulton.

x 10 glossy print
,
Ntiltvieltfie

$1.50

KING-SIZE LUXURY: Headboard with twin beds by Drexel features upholstered bark rests and spare for a built-in clork radio.
High-intensity lamps on sides fold out of sight with arm rests.
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14.2 Cu. Ft. No-Frost Refrigerator
JAMES 0111 THE CRAMPS —
cm
Ames of the E. W. James a Son superMarkets of Union City, Hickman and South
raw, looks over the Grand Champion

•which he bugle
for $1.41 a pound era total price al $1,559.46.
The James firm also bole*.
the Cram'
Champion hog. --Photo by Mello

Apple Dumplings Get New Treatment
At any time of the yew,now.
adays, market-shalt cranberry
products are in favor.
Canned cranberries have
been with us for a long time.
According to
culinary historians, the turn ot the century
saw the first cranberry preserving factory operated on a
ocratmercial stale. But It wasn't
talll the kb 11120s bat cached
eilmbirry sauce really began to
bile stride.
Dm recent years cranberry
ldbb cocktail and eranherry.orange relish have become
popular. And it's these two proInds that are used in the
"
11 4011 Twine for an old.tinie
ealt7 — NOM dangling'.
In cur Idtcheas,vsfound
be rule made a heaftydellaert.
To save time, packaged blisosit
mix is used for the (bawling
pastry. Ws enriched the histhin by making It up with
UsIg from.
Illwasse this roe* proSams AM big lanaplbis wMb
as asetwassityleg sons, It is a
raid on• to have in mind when
01:111.1111, Is coming. We think
anew/ Cranberry Apple DumpUmge are tine to add to an internal mane--to serve,for enat Friday night supper
after fish chowder or at Sunday night 'upper after a chefs

rs

SAUCY CRANBERRY
APPLE DUMPLINGS
4 cups blued! mix
1 1/3 cups light cream
8 medhint-sine tart green apples, pared and cored all the
way through
1 cup cranberry-orange relit*
(from a 14-ounce jar)
1/4 cup chopped walnuts
cups sugar
2 ceps bottled cranberry )11oe
cocktail
1/4 cup (
1/1 stick) butter or
margarine
1/4 cup pale dry sherry
1 cup heavy cream
in a mixing bowl, stir together the biscuit mix and
cream to form a dough. Turn
out on a prepared pastry cloths
knead until smooth. With a prepared stockinet-covered rolling
MN; roll out to form a 114

:
"
;• 12"
---•itigiensifivelcsedagic automatic icw maim
• No-frost refrigerator constant cold reserve
• Automatic interior lighting
• Three sturdy, full-width shelves
• Super-storage Inner door
▪ Twin crispers: room for a bushel of fruits!

by 13 in rectangle. Cut into
eight 11-inch swares.
Place an apple in the center cd each agars cd dough,
In a small tablag bawl, stir
together the cranberry-orange
relish and walnuts; spoon mixture Into apple core-cavities.
Molaten edges of dough with
water. Pull up the 4 corners
ci each square to the tap at
.1ke applb pinch edges at dough
to seal. Place daimplings in a
well-buttered 18 by 9 by 9 inch
baking pan.
b a small saucepan over low
beat, stir together the sugar and
cranberry labs cocktail until
sugar dissolves; bring toa bolt;

You Don't Have
To Be Regal to
Enjoy-King Size
The living room may be the
showcase of your house, but
your bedroom reveals status in
subtle ways. Actually, beds
have been a status symbol
through the ages.
Wealthy ancients encrusted
their beds with jewels. Later,
Europeans counted on the bigness of a bed and the richness
of its trappings to show they
had arrived.
Kings and lesser nobles received in bed until the past
century. This was partly because of the lack of adequate
heating, but the horizontal
drawing rooms were designed
to knock the eyes out of the
beholders.
Truth is, old-time beds were
all show. Nobody — prince or
peasant — slept very comfortably until a little-sung benefactor of mankind invented a
practical steel bed spring in
the 1870s. In time this led to
innerspring mattresses and
box springs, the highly refined
versions of which are on sale
in today's stores.
With modern king-size beds
you're a winner three ways —
the status of impressive appearance, the space for restful
sleep and the comfort that
only innersprings can give.
Remember that your guests
measure your bed with their
eyes. A lower-status symbol
that can spoil an otherwise
fashion-perfect room is the
outmoded "double" bed. It
should be the first thing to go
in updating your bedroom.

from heatand stir in the
better until melted,than sherry.
Pour 1 1/1 cups d this syrup
over the dramplins; sprinkle
tops of (bowline with extra
sugar. Chill remaining syrup
for use In sauce.
Bake dampiings ins moderate
(375 degrees) oven Until apples
may be easily pierced with a
fork and pastry islightly brown.
e4-20 1o40 Wanted. Remove
demplings to serving plate or
to individual dessert plates.
/Isom the pre*, pink syrup In
be baking pan over them.
Whip cream until thick;
gradually beat in reserved
chilled syrup.
MOON
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CTRIC DRYER •
•
REG.$149.95 •

128irk'•s.]

Eat
of the

• Three heat selections II
•
• Damp-dry setting
0
• ille ellfMcitY

Park Terrace!

• Automatic
doer shuts',

—AFTER DINNER—.
Yak* a stroll In the Clitt I
antique Ship.

• quiet ollerstito

•

•
•
•
•
•

Discount Furniture:

•
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Phone 479-2541
South Pullen, Tenn.
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Yes, Piggly Wiggly's Gigantic Free Cash Now
Totals SEVEN THOUSAND DOLLARS THAT

411 f
SOr. I
COUe

S CASH

Has Been Given Away— and we are going
to continue with our FREE CASH JACKPOT

JACKPOT

edlostio.
si* tor

E3F tDURE. 1 (.)
GET YOUR CARD PUN: HE D

every week. SO, if you have mined out on all
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Ike FREE MONEY,come on in and pick up your
Jackpot Card ond REGISTER
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for Learning
Sirvice Offered
Cialege Students

CARNELL WILSON ANNOUNCE
The Opening Of The
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Dbl 4711-11151
Open — 6:45
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FULTON
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GIVE

All kinds of sleep and 'grape work en autos and trucks. Wrecker
• Skilled mechanics
Service.
• Free Estimates
• Your patronage appreciated

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL

— TELEPHONE 479-2581 —
—FOR USED AUTO PARTS CALL —

POISON,

Double Feature!

Phone 472-3382
US 45-bypass at overhead bridge

Iturkaall

Fulton. Ky.

EXTERIOR

SELF - CLEANING
HOUSE PAINT
11411 CALAMITY JANIS are en their way le the .Atid-Seulit fair by
special invitation after performing at the Obion County Fair's Talent
Contest. All eighth grade students ef South Fulton, they are: kerb'',
Cranierd, Jorri Hughes and Susan Fossard, and they are a moot per(Phote by Adelle).
sonable Wel
—

Reg.$7.50 Gal.
NOW

481
GALLON
• Greasing
• Oil Changed
• Muffler and Tail Pip* Service
• Let Us Balance Your Tires

Clyde Fields Service Sta.

g

Dial 472-3201

112 Commercial

TRADE IN ALLOWANCE

•
••
•
•
•

•

Sale Starts Thursday, Sept. 9th. Ends Saturday, Sept. 18th.
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Use on Interior wood and
primed metalsurfaces.One coat
covets most previously painted,

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY

Fm

WE
GIVE

High quality linseed on paint,
specially formulated to give a
sparkling finish that lasts for
years and years.

'Vs Specialise In Service"

JOHN IVAYNE
••

PHONE 472-1912

WIISON'S USED AUTO PARTS

• a
• a
• •
• •
•
•
•

Mrs SaianIrr

11r17,

WE
GIVE

FURNACE SERVICE, REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Free estimate en cost of installing a new Lennox Gas
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Heat-Penip-Electric
Furnaces.
CALL COLLECT

Broadway Street.
South Fulton
arid to Melrose Chitnical Company)

In the Heart of Down Town Fulton

WE
GIVE

ii•Y TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS

Dope Shipment
Seised In Sydney
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) —
Customs officers reported eelsure of heroin and opium they
valued at sn3.0110 in a raid an
the Dutch freighter Strain Lambe is Sydney harbor Saturday.
'ma vessel arrived, carrying
avigisa crew, from Singapore.
Csislems officials expressed
the narcotics — 11 pounds of
t et epos — were
Setif taem* States.

Sept. 9, 1965

Fla FURNACE INSPECTION

WILSON MOTOR COMPANY

ipplication of electronic
eqtbpatent to the speeding of
edloation, now makes It possible for students to dial for
mite learning, just as they
Wilk! use the dial on their
tellIpbones to reach their best
le wiv
a date.
illkUn
in September this
Mk Students at Ithaca 001In New York,students who
a lecture, or who want
to bear it over again, will simply dial a code number on a
IlPecial telephone in his dormitory, and, presto, the professor's voice will be hoard over
the receiver.
All lectures scheduled for NI
or more students will be recorded on tape and filed at the
college's electronic oommunications canter, to make this
unusual service possible.
Similarly, at the University
of Michigan, a language laboratory has been set up in a
resident hall to help students
with their homework.
By dialing a number University of Michigan students
can tune into a language program playing at a language
Laboratory.
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Buy Any Appliances
On Convenient Terms!

•
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Old Refrigerator Makes
Down Payment

iumnis

v

Al‘VAVS WARM FLOORS

4010 BTD.. . 11.95
70,0110 BTU .— • . . $132.51

SPEED QUEE
BIG CAPACITY
AUTOMATIC WARM

1"4W

CLOSE-OUT!cooLERAToR
AIR CONDITIONERS
MM.

IND

EXCHANGE

rnnimis CO.
sloo=ncamiss

•IN.41111.•••••

••••••••••••........

14 000 BTU . . . . $174.50
16,500 BTU . . . $114.62
22,500 BTU . . • • $25162

$100.00

TrthIi

Old Washer Makes Down
Payment

WADE.../
7-umitines Ca
Phase

472-1511

"'MUM GRID WADS AIM SOW

Regularly $17.95

Unice 15 CI.FL Refrigerator
Freezer Combination

Sale 14.95
MOO m nor. list or•
kalisr rowan Geer.
maid orout detests
Ss nenterial ad lark.
inendle Or Ns st
tgeed. Gueranteed 31
asonlbs against oad
baserdi, *Meal PUB
las

Regularly
$289.00
SALE

$250.1111

Westinghouse
Hair Dryer

•

Above: 3.? at. It.
seet
tnisrm
es.sHmt
io
nNinZ

Regularly $17.95

Sale 15.95

Mark II
4-Ply
Nylon
Tires

ft

Portable Electric
Heater

Aluminum
grain
Swop

Regularly $14.93

Sale s12.45

$6.85

Sale 1.25
Tau for bumping *news clean.
reducing wear. boasting performmak 211 sr 311 weight is rs-tuabl•

Ills•
Rat Pads
Regularly

$2.00

Sth

sus

Thermostat controlled. Fanforced heat. 4500 BTU's. MI
watts.

5 Gals.
Heavy Duty Oil

4F-Velt far gad Ober wakes Ono
1955.
loagook 1116.40
fer Penh, Meratryi,
MO.
IMP** $16.90
12-Velt far wara aka miss sad
aim feralgur ears One 1963.
aellelarly d1t.20
12-Velt far fords, west Metal/ye
thee 1,45.

Sale
$2.15

limbo 23 Cu. FL Freezer
Regularly $275.00

SALE

$241.00

Reigularty $149.00

Sale

$128.00
775x14 010a14, Tubeless
BOA Regularly $21.45°......
775.104 IIISai14) Tubeless
While Rook* $24.00•....
775x1S.1470a1ST Trobro-lype
glad Repels* $13.05°.....
Mx15 Mix15/ TeboTY1se
White Regularly $20.60....

I92.50
Cowl**
High capacity 410 gallons per hour
from 100-lbot well, for example. You
gat Mi HP Sta-Rite pump, pump fitUna and glaawilueci tea. Law
Isom

1111

'198.00
5 bib&
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Wass. II wane tow
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tionid Past.
Supt. Gawp W. Pry says the
use of initialed rangers is experimental but elm, probably
will be to regular service in the
future." He says rows on
bombe* Mlle* cos handle
traffic bettor M Megmled areas
of the park.

Mounted Rangers
Patrol Trails In
Great Smokers
GATL1NBURG, Tenn.
Mounted rangers are patrollni6
some campgrounds and trails in
the Great Smoky Mountains Na-

Cotton is chosen, for threefourths at all gitamitactured
children's wood:
t*
74

PIT BAR B QUE
Custom Barbequing
at all Haws
BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES

puts

64 XL 3811, 4-speed, red and
white; whits interior
64 PORD Sedan, V-E; erns4;

Thurs. THE PERCUSSIONS
Featuring Maggie Les

r

64 FAIRLANE Ile Sedan, V4;
dark Mu,
63 GALAXIE SOS Sedan, V-8;
black

Is
Nr.•Prises
rola

63 GALAXIE 58$-XL; power
and air; light blue

lallery.
6

62 GALAXIE SIMI 4-deer sedan;
V4; beige

1214

62 GALAXIE
Cenvertthie;
big V4; stick; white

13.111

AO THUNDERBIRD convorilbi•; full power; turquoise
61 (3) FORDS

IUII

I (2) CHEVROLET Impala
sedans

iL

60 FALCON
611 (2) FORD GALAXIE Sedans; 1-ovsnor ears
63 FORD pickup; clean; red.

Wheel Balancing
Tire Repairs

20

Road Service
Lubrication
Washing

Everybody's In A Festival Mood!

ic

er

ANYBODY WHO GOES INTO FESTIVAL HEADQUARTERS THESE DAYS gets in the mood of the upcoming
event. Decorated in Ihe Latin-American motif, with reat live growing banana trees, people get festive at the
sight of all the decorations. Her,two beautiful young ladies from Humbodlt, who came into the office to make
application for entering the Princess Pageant. pose for a little Latin-American shin-digging with the make believe dancers in the background.

Hosts
Miss Tennessee
smossolos
— hums

R.Everett
49.00

Tesnosees, Marcia Murray et
Paris, seeped Of la Washington Walliesday for asiglitsselag

New as route to Atlantic City.
Shell compete for the Miss
America Utle seat week. Miss
Warmly was a Mgt at a leacheon on caplet ha today IMO
%I her boner by R. Robert
it. Everett.Dies..

100

Wait

isarniss.
asy

Toteilad Ti Carw k•IOU Pig
I/

11 WAY:
In Lae WeeksIR0
Nor;
k

SSW

4.35

,j5

les

radar

10.95

.41

Six Lbs. Tail Curler Rockets
42 Lbs. T.C.Pig Starter
TOTAL FEED COST
(All Feed With ASP-250)

This was proved from 311 head at the Wayne Research Farm. See Your Wayne Dealer in Fulton:—

A. C.BUTTS and SONS
PHONE 479-2641

KILL

BROADWAY STREET

SOUTH FULTON

Hunter Hit
By Gunfire

OLDER CARS

7-Transistor

NYLONS

RADIO
Reg. 7.99, with carrying
case, battery, earphone.

Slight Wogs of hotter
loop-too'construction!
DRESS
SHEERS

When painting furniture, always save a little at as paint.
If a scratch occurs, it can be
covered up by dipping a ma
cloth in the paint and Mime
over the scratch. The dee is
Mss likely to leave touch up
marks.

Exciting
Fashion
Shades!

4N44R/eas 994
HAIR SPRAY

s

V

—Including

8

Buick'— and go "Where the best deals

pick of

SIZE
Cleans gently and
thoroughly but never
over-cleans. For
dry or normal hair.

Imola Pies Triple Pwpess
Nair Sprayendsflyaway hair!
Ends nigh* pin-up bother!
Conditions while It sets!

/ 984 GILLETTE

SCIII( K
MAGNA0POWER

SHAVER

surglosl_ stainless
lissd
illasIse:70:1ns*
wind
her
adjusts to yaw face and nedd

ipe
=

are Taylor-Made":—

FULTON

Oer 938

Blades

36 Chevrolets or

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
FOURTH STREET

_,..
SHAMPOO 1011
Loo

st)f-GI

11111/1111111V
cars with air conditioning. Take your

BRECK

SUPER BLUE BLADES
15

111.14110AUS

TELEPHONE 472.1621
Mies
filsylield 14kginvey

4TH AND LAKE STS.
PHONE 472.132

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.

An Mon county Mahar was
painfully butaggarently notseriously wounded about4Wednes-41111,..etilirROPI when area by
pellets from a diolpis blast
while dove hes11111 the &MS
farm at Woodland Kills.
Edward C. Haney, 5$, tamer at the Mt.Zioneommuoity,
was in the anon County General Hawaii today,undergoing
treatment for iniaries to his
right side, Ike right side of his
face and Ms right eye.
Mr. Malley said Billy Garrisen, about 14, sea of Mr. and
Mrs. W. T.°wrists of Woodland Mills, was hunting in the
mime Held and fired "at a low
flying dove" at it warM winging
by, Coble Garrett cdUaloaCity,
heating Is the same area,
brought Mr. Halley to the local
hospital.

SAVINGS DOS

VARDEN POSD

Puckett Service Station

PHONE 472-2466
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Foretells A November Wedding

Kentuckians To
Get $14 Million
In Back SS Pay

SOUTH
•Owlswum
•11.044) COST
•GONItivrrlita
Sega OAMY BY
RAIIROA D

Sept. 9, 1965

Wrong Church

WASHINGTON
— Kentucky residents will receive $14
million in retroactive benefits
from the Social Security Administration this month. The Kentucky allotment is part of 05
million to be paid out to beneficiaries, the. adfninistra t ion
said. The increase voted by
Congress effective as of Jan. 1,
1965, is 7 per cent, or a minimum of 64 a month. The first
of the checks will be mailed
Sept 15.

(11,0

7

FRE
.
-House
movers, with
MOM
move a
church,
up on
jacks and
moving it. R
le Zach
SI)itary
art
of the Church of God looked out
and 88W them. He hurried across
the street and told the foreman,
"This is the Church of Christ.
The Church of God is to be
moved. It's across the street."
The movers hastily removed
the jacks, reconnected the plumbing and went to work on the other church.

SALWIer
kilo Sr.
Rignw,ktlfe

FALL
Cream and moistureizing
emulsion
—The complete Skin-dew
Treatment!
°Moisturizes and lubr
icates dry skin
Helps fight wrinkles

Miss Sharlotte Nell Richmond

Self Propelled

COMBINES

Mr.and Mrs. Carl Ingrum of Route 1, Water
announce the engagement and approaching mar Valley
her daughter, Miss Sharlotte Nell Richmond riage off
Avenue N., Texas City, Texas, to Mr. Danof 228 8th
iel David
Heileman of Alvin, Texas.
Miss Richmond was graduated from Win
School with the class of '64 and is now employ g° High
retary by The American Printing Company ined as secGalv
ton, Texas.

PHYLLIS BLACKWELL took the seco
nd place award In the Mon
County Fair's Talent Contest with her
modern dance number. Phyla/
Is from Fulton. First placa went to
Mike Cultra of Rives. and
/hied
place to a girl's chorus from
Cobble%
(Photo by

Everett Proposes
Insurance For
Single Servicemen

Masney-Fergusos45 S. P
WAIIIM4GTON
- AMU
Good - Pick no Reel-Ideal Hei Mr. Heileman is the son of Mr. and Mrs. R. G. D. providing group life insur
e:ice
lem
an
for small farm-Ready for Hig Sch of Alvin. He was graduated from Dickinson for single men in the armed
h
forc
ool in Dickinson, Tc...as with the clas
es has been proponed by
field. We stock parts
and is now employed by The Morgan Company s of '62 Rep. Robert A. Everett, D..
in South Tenn.
.$1350.00
Houston.
The measure would extend
Metal - Ferguson-72 S.P.
the GI insurance program to
The
wed
ding is set for November 20 at the King- servicemen who have "nonPkirjAsp Reel - Ready for dom
dependent parents," Everett
Hal
Jeh
of
l
ovah's Witnesses in Texas City.
Sothilani Late Models
said, It would be underwrit; $2250.00
ten by private companies and
administered by the Veterans
MEW & P. Pick up Reel
Administration.
The Union City congressR Barring - Good - See
man said his insurance subT
$1050.00
committee would hold bearings
with the RraPonal SKIL S "with
S.P.Ready for field
the bar* thata maillefactory pro.
• R & C $1950.01Y
ertara of training ant ex - gram eon be delbeloped antpassed before *CAW of this
MF & P.Pick up - Real moat representative to this comFoot sufferers from this com- session,"
•
Goa Late Mod.!- Priced munity, to bold a one-day Foot muni
ty will be given a foot test on
Relief Demonstration at Bays Dr. Schol
Chelip $2950.00
l's Fedo-graph (a patented
Family Shoe Store in Fulton on proc
ess
for taking foot prints of
III441-8. P. Cheap $895.00 Friday, Sept. lath.
stockinged
Mr. Bay, manager of the Bays sentative feet). Dr. Scholl's reprewill then demonstrate to
J.
45 - & P. $1450.00 Family store, expects that a con- each
individual, how the properly
able number of foot sufferers selec
J.lit58 - S.P. UMW sider
will take advantage of this event. Schol ted, correctly fitted Dr.
l's Remedies, Arch Supports
OMB SELF PROPELL He points out that according to or Shoe
s will bring quick relief
government statistics, "Nine out from
com
- $450.00 up_
of every ten American adults suf- Bay says mon foot troubles. Ifx.
he's confident that Dr.
fer from some sort of common Scholl's
27 Used Machines To
representative will be able
foot
troub
le;
and"
says Mr. Bay, to help many people to liter
Pick From
ally
"most of it is needless suffe

Dr. Scholl's Representafive Will
Be At Bays In Fulton Sept. 16
.D;i:,v_z=zdinaltnav,z. Ot

the

are ringing...
. ;.

'and school days are here again—or
soon will be.
The school wardrobe, from first
grade to college, is
most important and often expensive.
Our exclusive

MIRACLE FINISH
PROCESS

drycleaning process is one positive way
to be sure that your students wardrobe
will have
that late new appearance.

OR--Peivaddeue

2.0 PaagAiatate Line)Fulton...KY. LAUNDRY AND =M
RS. INC.

SEPT. DAYS-GIVE AWAY

Coniplet• Parts Service
Ask Your Neighbor About
Our Service and Parts

REELFOOT
Equipment Co.
Tiptonville, Tenn.
On Reelfoot Lake
Phone 253-8968
JIMMY CYNEAL JEROME SHUMATE

ring." "get back on their feet."
He explained that Dr. Scholl's reAppointm
presentative is an expert in Dr. by calli ents will be accepted.
ng
Scholl's Foot Relief Methods and Bays Fami 472-1022 or visiting
ly Shoe Store.
scientific shoe fitting and has had

2c Messing Up
The Books
SYDNEY
—In 1961 Stewart Framer Husband of Casssock ref:shod a dividend check
for 3 peace (3 cents) from the
Newcastle Co-Operative Building Society.
Be still hen the check-along
with leer letters from the aud&ON asking why he hasn't

pressdes It.

FREE FOOT TEST
By special arraugemeuts
with Dr. Win. M. Scholl.
woridboted Foot Authority.
cue ofhisSpecial Representatives from Chicago Rea&
quarters will be Isere Se
assist oar regular eta is
arsoftstiothis Fees PodsFoot Toes Sorries.

Thrsday
Soptember
16
110 COST OR 01110101011

It Awe entelitioso of yob
sick..mai if they may los the
MOM Of your bet awl lea
Own shows with Wended aeowsey, Not only year woes
shoe ollfb aad width. bet be
proem shops Avow yes Amid
wear for all day fob eats.
yea haws eons,ealbeass.
bads.% Week .rfa.areas
se my emoase test trenble
yea will be Aeon bow Milan
el feat seihress have Steed
lasawassive relief
the we of Dr. mbar.
Gram Reetolisss.d Areh
Sosesits•
COM/ SAINT OR MOW
MO AN APPOIN011itif
Call 472-1011

:tut,

Brand, Billington
Back Waterfield;
Garrett For ETB
Sen. Owen Billingten of Murray and George Brand of Mayfield voted for U. Gov. Harry Waterfield in sebure of
Senate control by Gov. 14
ward T. ireethitt Thursday.
Sen. Tom Garrett of Paducah voted against Waterfield.
Sen. Murray Blue of Clay
also voted for Waterfield while
John Henry Con, Madisonville,
wile recently was elected sin-in special votive
and Moe
ahe is stole representative.
elect, voted for Breathitt.

COM TUBE NUL

For The

BEST
and

CLEANEST

USED FIMNITURE
buy it at

Fulton

Your American Oil Dealers
are giving
away an Arvin TV Set each Satu
rday during September. See your local Am
erican
011 dealer for registration blanks
and details—IT'S FREE!
"You May Be One of the Lucky Wi
nners"
MILE-PAK
TIRE SALE

BAYS FAMILY SHOE STORE
Lake Street

reeTVIR

EXCHANGE

runitare

Company

ONLY

$895

PLUS TAX AND OW TOM

SPECIAL LOW PRICES
ON ATLAS TIRES AND SUPER
AMOCO 120 PREMIUM TIRES
We Have The Right Tire For
You and Your Budget

PARTICIPATING AMERICAN
OIL DEALERS —
BVN
& SON GROCERY
CAWS THREE WAY GROCERY
curium SERVICE STATION
GEORGE COLEMAN'S GROCER
Y
CORNER SERVICE STATION
CRUSE'S CIRO. & SERV. STATION
DICDRION'S SERVICE STATIO
N
ELLIOTT'S MOM STA. a GOO
OMAR TAMEN= GROCERY .
JAMES IIIIERMAN SERVICE en
.
OSCAR FREEMAN MOO=
G. & F. GROCERY
MARVIN °WEER'S GROCER
Y

FRANK RIGHTS GROCERY
WANDA RIM 0110aCRY
JORDAN'S TRIM WAY 4111
II mammy a SERVICE0.
WM
LAMB'S SUPERMARSZT
LAMA/MOM GROCERY
LASSIIIMS COMER SICILV FIL
L
MARK &Imps
MASON MIL GrARAVIT
MIDWAY GMOOSIRY
MOORE'S GDOCIIRY
CLIFF NAPIIIIrli GEN. MDS
E.
NORTIFISIDE SERVICE NTASIO
N

HOMER OAK! SERVICE STA.
PARIEVISSY MOTOR COMPANY
PERIRINIIMM STATION

Er
1001
111 41711 MA
=
avrazaapan IIEIM
RWID STA.
RAY OWENS 111111VICII STA
TION
THE GEPT BARN
LOYD WATKINS SERVICE STA
J. D. WILNURN 11111IVER 111/A .
.
DELBERT WILLIAMS GROORMY
WOODLAND MUSA KAM=
JAY YOUNG'S SERVICE STATION
J. S. Osborne Grocery
DRAWINGS WILL RE HEL
D EACH SATURDAY A FTERNOON.
IN DEALER'S WINDOW IMMEDI
WIN
NIN
G NUMB= WELL BE
DEALER BEFORE THURSDAY ATELY AFTER DRAWING. WINNER MUST PRESENT TIM=
NOON.
TO

A01041110.04

Sept. 9, 19
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DON'T FORGET TO BRING YOUR NO. I QUALITY
STAMPS COUPONS YOU RECEIVED IN THE MAIL.
YOU GET 300 FREE QUALITY STAMPS.

GROUND SEVERAL TIMES DAILY

FRESH

MAPLE LEAF

69c
CREMERY BUTTER
2 89'
COOG8 OZ.
3f•f $1.00
GRAPE
GM
Saltine CRACKERS 19c

PLUS

it

NABZSCO

QUALITY

16

PkP

AND BARONET

KIES

STAMPS

KRAFT

KREY MELLO

SLICED BACON
SwiftPremium FRANKS

BARREL

CELLO PKG.

PKG.

PILLSBURY

Cookies 39'
59c
AMERICAN CHEESE
69c
§t JUICE KRAFT
ORANGE
79c
L0ANISH OLIVES
AI:
PEANUT BUTTER 2/214B 99c
Non 39c
.$1f.f.g.
39c
BARTLETT PEARS
rJ SOAP 10 auts 99c
ROYAL GELATIN 3 25c
31/2
00
ICE MILK
d181::DP

KRAFT

ik

'.

BURGE
69
994
55c

food bills and bigger cash savings for you.
Come in and look around — up or down —
left or right — you'll sow what you want
to so* . . your favorit• foods at moneysaving low priors.

Sure this ad is fillod with low pricos —
AND SO IS OUR MARKET! It's fillod from
front-to-back and side-to-sid• whh 100
TIMES the LOW PRICES in this ad. And
LOW PRICES on MORE ITEMS mean smalls,

FilESH
1/2 GALLON

PURE CANE

JAR

With An Additional 15.00 Nachos*
Excluding Tobacco & Milk Products.

29 OZ. CAN

HART'S
RED, SOUR, PITTED

15s

BLUE PLATE

SALAD DRESSING
STRONG HE ART

FOOD
t SPRAT eL CAN
1
,cC

16 OZ. CAN

- EVAPORATED MILK
INSTANT

(6 TO 9 LB. AVERAGE)

COFFEE

3

LB.

With An Additional $5.00 Purchaso,
Excluding Tobacco & Milk Products.

TENN. FROZEN VEGETABLES
CAULIFLOWER 8 oz.
100Z.
CUT CORN
CUT GREEN BEANS 9 OZ.
BABY LIMA BEANS io oz.
YELLOW SQUASH io oz.
GREEN PEAS io oz.

PACKAGES$
FOR

00

BANANA PUDDING 2yff 39'
PIE SHELLS
PIMENTO SALAD 14`
4'839'
FRUIT JELLO
TUNA FISH SALAD "i 45'
sa 49c
APPLE SALAD
44149c
BEAN SALAD
'"a 53c
SPAGHETTI
DEVILED EGGS 6-49'

115$

cha
ma
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Gra
to114
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sox
see
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we
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are
it 1
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roe

seb

vat
sab
Um
tab

for
me

ml

go(

41

pie

the
all
TV
Pal

6 OZ JAR

LB.
BAG

Dist
vtte

hie
ea]
wo
Pe(
but

MAXWELL HOUSE a

APPLES
4

ties
A
dist

fat
wit
ter

CMS

JONATHAN

add

IN

39'
25c
3 39'

EXTRA FANCY

me
TOM

ROUND STEAK

LIMIT I PLEASE

mart

COFFEE

MI&

LO1
0

U. S. CHOICE

FOLGER'S CAN

CHERRIES
303 SIZE CAN
16 OZ.

MEATY LEAN

P,
'nu
to a
day
Can

FROM OUR KITCHEN

ASSORTED

GALLCMS $1

PORK CUTLETS
PORK RIBS
FAT BACK
HEN TURKEY'S
ARMOUR

10 LBS.

SUGAR

R-WAY

BOXES

FRESH TENDER LEAN

FINE FOR SEASONING

jARS

TURN

LBS.

ARNIM

tiv

3 Lbs

U. S. No. I

U. S. No. I Yellow

Largo

Cello Bag
Bag

Ear

SWEET CORN 5(
BELL PEPPERS 5(

YELLOW ONIONS 19(
CARROTS

by
aft
the
na

10(

STORE HOURS

Each

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
8 A. M. TO 8 P.M.
We Reserve The Right To

Limit Quantity.

Offal AMES

AND 50

SUPERMARKET

THIS AD GOOD 6 BIG DAYS ... FROM
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9 THRU
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1965.

